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De differentiatie van het vertikale systeem van de bast, loopt parallel met 
de reductie van de baststralen. 
Dit proefschrift 
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De eiwitcellen in de bast van het Chamaecyparis pisifera type, vertonen meer 
overeenkomst met de begeleidende cellen van de Angiospermen, dan de 
eitwitcellen in de bast van het Pseudotsuga taxifolia type. 
Dit proefschrift 
III 
De term mergstralen moet uitsluitend gebruikt worden voor primaire stralen, 
terwijl secundaire stralen, baststralen genoemd moeten worden, wanneer zij 
in het secundaire phloeem voorkomen en houtstralen wanneer zij in het secun-
daire xyleem voorkomen. 
IV 
Bij de bast van Gymnospermen is, in tegenstelling met de bast van Angio-
spermen, de mate van aanwezigheid van bastvezels karakteristiek voor het 
ontwikkelingsstadium van het vertikale systeem. 
ZAHUR, M.S., Cornell Univ. Agr. Exp. St. Mem. 358 (1959) 
V 
De opvatting van STRASBURGER dat stippels tussen eiwithoudende- en zetmeel-
houdende systemen zouden ontbreken, is gebleken onjuist te zijn. 
STRASBURGER, E., Ober den Bau und den Verrichtungen der 
Leitungsbahnen in den Pfianzen. Jena (1891) 
VI 
De criteria, welke GREGUSS aanlegt bij de rangschikkingvan de houtstralen 
van de Gymnospermen in verschillende ontwikkelingsstadia, gelden niet voor 
de baststralen. 
GREGUSS, P., Xylotomische Bestimmung der heute lebenden 
Gymnospermen. Budapest (1955) 
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Bij de indeling in typen, zijn bij de bast de stralen wel van belang en bij het 
hout niet. 
Dit proefschrift 
VIII 
De Vaccinium fase van het Dicranum vegetatietype, welke volgens MEISEL-
JAHN o.a. ontstaat na bebossing van door anthropogene invloeden uit het 
Querceto-Betuletum ontstane heidevelden met Pinus sylvestris, doorloopt 
maximaal 5 en niet 4 stadia. 
MEISEL-JAHN, S., Angewandte Pflanzensoziologie; Die Kiefern-
Forstgesellschaften des Nordwestdeutsche Flachlandes (1955) 
IX 
De „topsterfte" in Pinus sylvestris bossen in Nederland heeft als voornaam-
ste oorzaak het niet aangepast zijn van deze houtsoort aan het hier te lande 
heersende klimaat. 
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De verkeersveiligheid in Nederland kan verhoogd worden, indien de Ver-
zekeringsmaatschappijen zouden weigeren ingevoerde tweedehands wagens te 
verzekeren. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
To gain an insight into the structure of the secondary phloem of Gymno-
sperms, primarily the different cell types with regard to their appearance, 
differentiation and degree of development, have to be described. Special atten-
tion has been paid to the presence or the absence of pits, i.e. the location of 
connections between adjacent cells; in particular amount, kind and location of 
these pits have been examined. Through these pits an easy movement of assim-
ilates from one cell to another, is possible. 
The term 'pit' is used in a broad sense, that is to indicate a cavity or a thin 
place in the cell wall. In primary walls such pits will also be called 'primary 
pit-fields'. More specifically, the cavities in parenchyma-cell walls will be called 
pits, those in sieve-cell walls, between adjacent sieve cells, will be called sieve 
areas. Consequently the cell types are dependent upon pit-contact between 
these cells for food-conducting functions. The different arrangements of these 
cell types are investigated, also the directions in which this movement of 
assimilates may take place. 
Many statements have been made about food-conduction pathways. The way 
in which the main transport of food is directly related to the arrangement and 
the structure of the cell types and the importance of special combinations of 
different kinds of cell types, have been pointed out. Thus, apart from the 
comparative anatomy, some physiological aspects have also been alluded to. 
All these statements about food-conducting pathways require evidence from 
experiments with tracers etc. So in this thesis only a cytological basis for phys-
iological investigations has been created. 
Further both the interrelationship between the different cell types and the 
combination of their occurrence have been studied. An attempt has been made 
to classify the Gymnosperms into a small number of different types, based on 
the characteristic structure of their secondary phloem. Though the arrangement 
of the cells in the different Gymnosperms varies widely, each of these species 
belongs to one of the main types or is to be considered as an intermediate 
between two of those types. The phloem rays turned out to be most important 
in classifying the various phloem types, in contrast with the wood rays. 
The different types of secondary xylem are arranged and classified in view of 
dead elements: tracheids, libriform fibres and vessel members. These are 
determining for a special wood species; they are, except for the libriform fibres, 
essential to the water-conducting function of the xylem. These elements develop, 
differentiate and modify in the course of time, according to the changing 
ecologic situations. 
The living part of the wood, the parenchymatous part and the wood rays in 
particular, also develop, but they are not essential to the vertical water-
conducting system but they provide for the horizontal conduction of water and 
assimilates. The wood rays are not interrelated and they do not interfere with 
the dead cells, which are determining for a special type of wood species. There-
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fore the wood rays are not essential in classifying woody species into several 
evolutionary stages, if only the wood is considered. 
This is entirely different with the phloem, which is mainly composed of 
living cells. It is a close, complex and active system; one of its functions is the 
conduction of assimilates, mainly by the sieve cells, throughout the plant body; 
here the living phloem rays play a prominent part. A classification of the 
different Gymnosperm woods, based on the structure of the secondary phloem, 
is hardly possible without considering the phloem rays. 
Though it will appear that the phloem rays and the axial system of the 
phloem show different evolutionary trends, the former are still essential to the 
classification as mentioned above. Apart from the rays and the axial system of 
the secondary phloem, the so-called 'Strasburger albuminous cells' are also 
important in this connection. They are intimately associated with the sieve cells, 
which are considered to be the most important element of the secondary phloem. 
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 
2.1. SLIDES 
The 9 families of the Gymnosperms and the different genera belonging to 
these families, are: 
Cycadaceae 
Encephalartos 
Microcycas 
Cycas 
Zamia 
Macrozamia 
Ceratozamia 
Ginkgoaceae 
Ginkgo 
Araucariaceae 
Agathis 
Araucaria 
Podocarpaceae 
Acmopyle 
Dacrydium 
Microcachrys 
Microstrobus 
Phyllocladus 
Podocarpus 
Saxegothaea 
Taxaceae 
Amentotaxus 
Austrotaxus 
Pseudotaxus 
Taxus 
Torreya 
Cephalotaxaceae 
Cephalotaxus 
Cupressaceae 
Actinostrobus 
Austrocedrus 
Callitris 
Calocedrus 
Neocallitropsis 
Chamaecyparis 
Cupressus 
Diselma 
Fitzroya 
Fokienia 
Juniperus 
Libocedrus 
Papuacedrus 
Pilgerodendron 
Tetraclinis 
Thuja 
Thujopsis 
Widdringtonia 
Taxodiaceae 
Athro taxus 
Cryptomeria 
Cunninghamia 
Glyptostrobus 
Metasequoia 
Sciadopitys 
Sequoia 
Sequoiadendron 
Taiwania 
Taxodium 
Pinaceae 
Abies 
Cathaya 
Cedrus 
Keteleeria 
Larix 
Picea 
Tsuga 
Pseudolarix 
Pseudotsuga 
Pinus 
Samples of stems of several Gymnosperm wood species were taken: in 
particular the anatomical and the cytological features of the secondary phloem 
are investigated and occasionally those of the xylem. 
These wood species are: 
Cycadaceae Cycas circinatum L. 
Ginkgoaceae Ginkgo bilobaL. 
Araucariaceae Agathis spec. 
Araucaria araucana K. KOCH 
Podocarpaceae Podocarpus nerifolius D. DON 
Dacrydium elatum WALL. 
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Sciadopitys verticillata SIEB. et Zucc. 
Taxaceae Taxus baccataL. 
Torreya nucifera SIEB. et Zucc. 
Cephalotaxus harringtonia R. SMITH 
Cupressaceae Chamaecyparis pisifera ENDL. vzx.plumosa OTTO 
Biota spec. 
Cupressus sempervirens L. 
Juniperus chinensis L. 
Juniperus communis L. 
Fitzroya cupressoides JOHN. 
Libocedrus decurrens TORR. 
Thuja plicata LAMB. 
Thujopsis dolabrata SIEB. et Zucc. 
Cryptomeriajaponica D. DON 
Taxodiaceae Cunninghamia lanceolata HOOK 
Metasequoia glyptostroboides Hu et CHENG 
Taxodium distichum A. RICH. 
• Sequoiadendron giganteum BUCHH. 
Pinaceae Abies concolor HOOPES 
Tsuga canadensis CARR. 
Cedrus libani A. RICH. 
Larix decidua Hopes 
Pseudolarix kaempferi GORD. 
Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRITT. 
Pinus sylvestris L. 
Also some samples of the Chlamydospermae were examined, viz.: 
Ephedraceae Ephedra spec. 
Gnetaceae GnetumgnemonL. 
With chisel and hammer pieces of wood and bast are cut from the different 
stems at a height of about one yard above the trunk base; these pieces were taken 
in different seasons of the year. 
For some cytological reactions it was necessary to make sections immediately 
after cutting the samples, while for the normal anatomical studies the samples 
were killed and fixed first in formalin alcohol or Carnoy and next cut and 
stained/Transverse, tangential (tg.) and radial (rd.) sections, varying from 10 to 
60 microns, were made with a sharp razor or with a sliding microtome. During 
the winter, when the cambium is inactive, the bast does not become detached 
from the xylem when making the sections, whereas it does happen in samples 
taken during the spring. 
These sections were subjected to treatment with one or more staining proce-
dures and chemical reactions listed below. 
Kaiser's gelatine-glycerine used for direct imbedding without preliminary 
treatment or after suitable staining procedures (JOHANSEN, 1940). 
Eau de Javelle (REINDERS, 1961): by this treatment non-transparent tissues were 
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decolourized and the protoplasts became transparent; thus a transparent 
material is obtained in which the pits were very distinct, particularly if stained 
with haemalaun afterwards. 
Haematoxyline for staining unlignified tissues, (JOHANSEN, 1940). 
Phloroglucine and hydrochloric acid for staining lignified tissues (REINDERS, 
1961). 
Haemalaun staining for both lignified and unlignified tissues (JOHANSEN, 1940). 
Cotton blue for staining the nucleus and the plasma (JOHANSEN, 1940). 
Aniline blue for the staining of callose (JOHANSEN, 1940). 
Iodine for the indication of the presence of starch (JOHANSEN, 1940). 
Sudan III for the staining of cork (JOHANSEN, 1940). 
Benzidine reagent according to GLICK (1963) for indicating the presence of the 
enzyme peroxydase, based on the oxidation of benzidine by the enzyme. 
Fast green according to the method by ALFERT and GESCHWIND (RAUEN, 
1964), a selective staining of basic protein in nuclei. 
Chloramine T Schiff reagent according to BURSTONE (1955). 
Alloxane Schiff reagent according to RAUEN (1964). 
Ninhydrin Schiff reagent according to RAUEN (1964). The three last mentioned 
reactions are used to indicate protein. Terminal and lateral amino groups of the 
peptide chain form a coloured compound. 
Fuchsine, gold orange and light green for the staining of plasma and nuclei. 
Demonstration of acid phosphatase according to FREY (1954) and GOMORI 
(1939, 1941). This enzyme is always present where transport of organic materials 
occurs. 
Maceration was performed according to JEFFREY (JOHANSEN, 1940). 
A few wood species with a great difference in hardness of the phloem layers were 
embedded in polyaethylene- glycol, before making slides. 
2.2. DRAWINGS 
The schematic drawings were made with the help of a Leitz Laborlux micro-
scope; sometimes a drawing-^prisma was used. 
2.3. TERMS USED 
Most of the terms used are defined according to the 'International Glossary 
of Terms used in Wood Anatomy'(1957), e.g.: 
Albuminous cell —: A parenchymatous cell with much' protoplasm, with 
apparently a large nucleus, mostly without starch and with extensive pit-contact 
with the sieve cells. They are physiologically but not ontogenetically associated 
with the sieve elements. When they occur in the vertical system they are called 
phloem-albuminous cells; when they occur in the rd. system, the term ray-
albuminous cell will be used. 
Bark — A nontechnical term used to cover all the tissues outside the xylem 
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cylinder. In older trees usually divisible into inner (living), cf. secondary 
phloem, and outer (dead), cf. rhytidome. 
Bark, early — The bark formed during the earlier stages of the season. 
Bark, late — The bark formed during the later stages of the season. 
Bast — See secondary phloem. 
Cambium — The actively dividing layer of cells, which lies between and gives 
rise to, secondary xylem and secondary phloem. 
Cambial initial — An individual cell of the cambium, i.e. fusiform initial and 
ray initial. 
Cambial zone — A term of convenience for the layer of varying width composed 
of cambial initials and their undifferentiated derivatives. 
Cambium, cork — Seephellogen. 
Cell — A chamber or compartment containing or having contained a proto-
plast. 
Companion cell — A sister cell of a sieve-tube member, intimately connected 
with it and retaining the nucleus and dense cytoplasm. The cell is physiologically 
and ontogenetically associated with a sieve-tube member. 
Cork — A nontechnical term for phellem. 
Cortex — The primary ground tissue of a stem or root between epidermis and 
vascular cylinder. 
Crystal cell — A fusiform parenchymatous cell, not divided into compartments 
by septa, containing several crystals. 
Crystalcell strand — A crystal cell divided into compartments by septa. 
Crystalliferous cell — Any cell containing one or more crystals. 
Fibre, bast — A long, narrow cell of the bast, other than parenchyma, sclereids 
and sieve cells, usually thick-walled, directly formed from the cambium. 
Fibre-sclereid — A fibrelike sclereid. 
Fibre-tracheid — A fibrelike tracheid; commonly thick-walled with a small 
lumen, a pointed end and bordered pits. 
Fusiform initial — A cambial initial giving rise to an axial element of xylem or 
phloem; it is spindleshaped (fusiform) as seen in tangential section. 
Growth layer — A layer of bark or wood, apparently produced during one 
growing period; frequently divisible into early and late bark or wood. 
Growth ring — In bark and wood a growth layer, as seen in cross section. 
Growth ring boundary — The outer limit of a growth ring. 
Half-heterogeneous phloem ray — A phloem ray partly composed of paren-
chyma cells and albuminous cells and partly, either exclusively of parenchyma 
cells, or exclusively of albuminous cells. 
Heterogeneous phloem ray — A phloem ray composed of parenchyma cells and 
albuminous cells. 
Homogeneous phloem ray — A phloem ray composed of exclusively paren-
chyma cells or exclusively albuminous cells. 
Intercellular canal, radial — A tubular intercellular space of interminable 
length, extending across the grain in a radial direction, enclosed in a ray. 
Intercellular space — A space between cells. 
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Meristem — A tissue capable of active cell division, thereby adding new cells to 
the plant body. 
Parenchyma — Tissue composed of mostly thin-walled cells of different forms, 
like brick-shaped, isodiametric, fusiform, cylindrical, egg-shaped; formed in the 
phloem from fusiform cambial initials, mostly by later transverse divisions of 
the daughter cells (phloem-parenchyma cells) or from ray initials (ray-paren-
chyma cells); they have pits. 
Parenchyma, ray — Parenchyma constituting either the wood rays or the phloem 
rays, wholly or in part. 
Parenchyma strand — An axial series of two or more parenchyma cells derived 
from a single fusiform cambial initial. 
Periderm — (= secondary cork) The layers which replace the epidermis as the 
impermeable covering of the older stems, consisting of phellem, phellogen and 
phelloderm. 
Phellem — (= cork) A tissue produced externally by the phellogen in a stem or 
root. The cell walls are generally suberized; in thick-walled cells, there may be 
additional lignified layers towards the cell lumen. Unsuberized cells of the 
phellem are known as phelloid cells. 
Phelloderm — A tissue that generally resembles cortial parenchyma in appear-
ance, but which consists of the inner derivatives of the phellogen. 
Phellogen — (=cork cambium) The meristematic layer that produces the 
periderm; phellem towards the outside, phelloderm towards the inside. 
Phelloid cell — Unsuberized cell of the phellem. 
Phloem — The principal food-conducting tissue of the vascular plants. It 
occurs both as primary and as secondary tissue and it is usually, but not always, 
associated with xylem. The secondary phloem is separated from the secondary 
xylem by the cambium, from which it is derived. The basic types of cells of 
which it is composed are sieve elements, parenchyma cells, fibres and sclereids. 
Phloem, primary — The first-formed phloem, differentiated below the apical 
meristem, before a definite cambium can be recognized. 
Phloem, secondary — (=bast) The part of the bark formed by the cambium. 
Phloem ray — A ribbonlike aggregate of cells formed by the ray initials and 
extending radially in the phloem. 
Pit — (=primary pit-fields) A cavity or thin place in the primary cell-wall. 
More specifically, the cavities in parenchyma-cell walls would be called pits or 
primary pit fields; those in sieve-cell walls would be called sieve areas. 
Pit, simple — A pit in which the cavity becomes wider, or remains of constant 
width, or only gradually narrows during the growth in thickness of the secondary 
cell wall. 
Pit, bordered — A pit in which the membrane is overarched by the secondary 
cell wall. 
Protoplast — The mass of protoplasm enclosed by a "cell wall. 
Ray, phloem — See phloem ray. 
Ray initial — A cambium initial giving rise to a ray cell. 
Ray tracheid — A tracheid forming a part of a ray; mostly forming rows of 1-3 
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cells high on both sides of the wood ray parenchyma cells, which constitute the 
middle of the ray. 
Rhytidome — The innermost phellem and the tissues isolated by it; often con-
sisting of different periderm layers enclosing pockets of cortial or phloem tissues. 
A technical term for the outer bark. 
Ring, growth — In bark and wood a growth layer, as seen in cross section. 
Ring boundary, growth — The outer limit of a growth ring. 
Sclereid — A strenthening cell that is not parenchymatous, but which has thick, 
often lignified secondary walls and which often lacks a protoplast when mature. 
Sclereids vary in shape, are formed from parenchymatous cells and often branched. 
Semi-heterogeneous phloem ray — See half-heterogeneous phloem ray. 
Semi-sieve area — A combination of a sieve area and a pit (primary pit-field). 
Sieve-area — (=sieve field) A depressed area in the wall of sieve cells and sieve-
tube members, perforated by a sieve-like cluster of minute pores through which 
the protoplast is connected with that of a contiguous sieve element. In sieve-
tube members the Sieve areas are usually specialized by a more or less pro-
nounced enlargement of the connecting strands, in particular those on the end 
walls. Both, the sieve cells and the sieve-tube members are commonly associated 
with callose cylinders. 
Sieve cell — A long, slender, conducting cell of the phloem, mostly enucleate 
at maturity, which is provided with relatively unspecialized sieve areas of the 
same degree of specialization, lying on the radial walls and especially on the 
tapering ends of the cells that overlap those of other sieve cells. 
Sieve plate — A specialized part of the wall, mostly of the end wall of a sieve-
tube member, that has a solitary sieve area (simple sieve plate), or several closely 
placed sieve areas, often arranged in a scalariform or reticulate mariner (com-
pound sieve plate). ' 
Sieve tube — A food-conducting tube of the phloem formed of an axial series of 
sieve-tube members. Sieve plates are found on the end walls of the sieve-tube 
members. 
Sieve-tube member — A long conducting cell of the phloem that forms one of a 
series of similar cells arranged end to end to form a sieve tube. The members are 
enucleate at maturity, and certain sieve areas are more specialized than others, 
the former being mainly located on either the traverse or the inclined end walls, 
to form the sieve plates. 
Stone cell — An approxirhately isodiametric sclereid. 
Tracheid — An imperforate wood cell with bordered pits on all walls, to con-
generic elements. 
Wood — (=xylem) The principal strengthening and water-conducting tissue 
of stems and roots characterized by the presence of tracheary elements (vessel-
members and tracheids). 
Wood, early — (=spring wood) The less dense, first-formed part of the growth 
ring, with larger cells. 
Wood, late — (=autumn wood, summer wood). The denser, later-formed part 
of the growth ring, with smaller cells. 
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T H E D I F F E R E N T C E L L T Y P E S I N T H E 
S E C O N D A R Y P H L O E M 
In the secondary phloem of the Gymnosperms, sieve cells and parenchymatous 
cells always occur apart from one or more of the following cell types: crystalcell 
strands, sclereids, stone cells, albuminous cells and phloem fibres. 
A periderm is always formed in the older phloem. All the above mentioned 
cells are produced by the cambium cells (fig. 1). 
3.1. T H E CAMBIUM CELLS 
The cambium contains fusiform cambial initials and ray initials, (REINDERS 
and PRAKKEN, 1964; ESAU, 1964). It is single-layered and it produces radial 
rows of xylem elements towards the inside and rows of phloem elements towards 
the outside. These newly deposited elements still have a general resemblance to 
the initials from which they have originated. They have to differentiate to their 
definite form. Consequently it is very difficult to indicate the layer of cambium 
proper within the active cambium, so the whole area of undifferentiated cells is 
called: the cambial zone. This zone is larger in the active cambium than in the 
inactive cambium during the winterrest period. 
3.1.1. Fusiform cambial initials 
The fusiform cambial initials are thin-walled and they contain much plasma 
with a distinct nucleus. The initials are longitudinally elongated and radially 
flattened. In radial sections they are more or less rectangular, in tangential 
sections tapering or pointed at the end and sometimes forming a roof-like 
pattern in this way (fig. 1). 
As seen in a tangential section, they lie mostly unarranged, that is, the cambium 
is nonstratified. They may either produce new xylem-elements or phloem-
elements by forming tangential walls or they may multiply in a tangential 
direction, thus producing new cambium cells. To this purpose an oblique 
traverse wall originates in the middle of the cell (BANNAN, 1951, '1965). The two 
halves develop and grow in this sliding position so that after some time two 
cambium cells lie in tangential juxtaposition. The active cambium cell has an 
extremely thin wall, to such an extent that, making sections, the xylem and the 
phloem get detached. During the winterrest period the wall is much thicker and 
as strong as the contiguous elements'of the phloem; consequently the xylem and 
the phloem do not loosen in the sections now. 
3.1.2. Ray initials 
The phloem rays and the wood rays, respectively, originate in a special section 
of the cambium which is called the ray-meristem, consequently consisting of 
ray initials. This meristem is not composed of elongated cells like the earlier 
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described fusiform cambium initials, but of initials which are very similar to the 
ray cells into which they differentiate. There is both a continuous formation of 
new ray initials in the cambium and a continuous loss (BARGHOORN, 1940). 
Besides, the ray initials themselves may differentiate, forming phloem rays, 
gradually changing their cell shape. Another possibility is that the albuminous 
cells of the phloem rays are formed before the ray-parenchyma cells, while the 
ray initial, after a short time of inactivity produces either more albuminous cells 
or both ray-parenchyma cells and albuminous cells (BANNAN 1951, 1953, 1965). 
3.2. SIEVE CELLS 
The sieve elements are the basic food-conducting elements of the secondary 
phloem. We may distinguish the less specialized sieve cells as they occur in the 
Gymnosperms, and the more specialized sieve tubes in the Angiosperms. The 
sieve cells are elongated cells. In cross section their shape varies from oval to 
rectangular, while their lumen is either as small as that of the phloem-paren-
chyma cells or smaller. They are of the same length as the fusiform cambial 
initials. They neither sclerify nor dilate (ESAU 1964). In contrast to the secondary 
phloem in the Angiosperms, the secondary phloem in the Gymnosperms, and in 
the Pinaceae in particular, consists mainly of sieve cells, up to 90 %. Nuclei are 
more often found in the mature sieve cells of the Gymnosperms, than in the 
sieve-tube members of the Angiosperms (EVERT and ALFIERI, 1965). The sieve 
areas are very thin parts of the walls with perforations or pores through which 
the protoplasts of contiguous cells are interconnected. They are restricted to the 
rd. walls. On the overlapping ends of the cells are more sieve areas than in the 
centre, whereas they hardly occur on the tg. walls (HEPTON and PRESTON, 1960). 
The walls are thin, achromatic and seldom lignified. Only the walls of the 
Pinaceae show a secondary thickening of especially the rd. walls. The contents 
of the sieve cells consist of a clear liquid. Starch is present in most cases and 
protoplasm occurs in the living sieve cells close to the cambium. Later there is 
only a small cytoplasmic layer present against the wall. Nuclei are to be found in 
the young, immature cells and also often in the older, mature sieve cells. 
Usually the sieve cells remain functional for one vegetation period only, 
although in several Gymnosperms they may live longer but generally not longer 
than two or three years. When the sieve cells have become nonfunctional, they 
usually collapse in a typical manner and the enlarging phloem-parenchyma 
cells partly take their place. 
A thin layer of callose may occur against the wall of the pores of the sieve 
areas. At the end of the growing season and during the winter rest the amount of 
callose is augmented considerably and callose plugs may be formed, constricting 
the sieve areas completely (ULLRICH, 1963; GRILLOS and SMITH, 1959; EVERT and 
DERR, 1964). The thin layer of callose, as to be seen in functional sieve cells, is 
probably formed because of a delay in the process of fixing (ESAU and CHEADLE, 
1965). Later these callose plugs dissolve again. Mutual contact in a tangential 
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direction through pits is usually impossible because the sieve areas occur mainly 
on the radial walls. As the sieve cells overlap each other, not ending at the same 
height, assimilates may be more easily conducted in a longitudinal and tangen-
tial direction than in a radial direction. Pit-contact with the phloem-parenchyma 
cells is scarce, but a contact with both the ray-parenchyma cells and the ray-
albuminous cells exists by means of groups of pits on their mutual radial walls. 
Summarizing we may say that the sieve cells of the Gymnosperms resemble the 
parenchyma cells, but that they possess some characteristic features to distin-
guish them. A mature, functioning sieve cell often has a necrotic nucleus, no 
ordinary starch, but often a carbohydrate, staining red with iodine. 
The sieve elements of Monocotyledoneae probably do not store this carbo-
hydrate, but so-called granules, which also occur in the vascular Cryptogams 
(LAMOUREUX, 1961). They do not possess specialized sieve plates as the Angio-
sperms, but sieve areas, i.e. clusters of specialized pits. By protoplasma strands 
through the pores of these sieve areas, the protoplasts in the adjacent cells are 
connected with each other (HEPTON and PRESTON, 1960). These strands are 
encased by callose; they are wider and more prominent than the plasmodesmata 
through the pits of the parenchyma cells. 
Slime, a proteinaceous substance, is hardly present, or entirely lacking, in 
some Dicotyledoneae, Monocotyledoneae and the vascular Cryptograms, but it 
is abundant in the sieve-tube elements of most Dicotyledoneae (LAMOUREUX, 
1961), and in the immature Gymnosperm sieve cells. EVERT and ALFIERI (1965) 
revealed that mature sieve cells of Gymnosperms contain internal strands which 
are derived ontogenetically from the slime bodies of immature cells. These 
strands traverse the cell and run from cell to cell through sieve-area pores. The 
sieve cells have parietal cytoplasm, which can be plasmolyzed even after the 
tonoplast itself has disappeared (CURRIER, ESAU and CHEADLE, 1955). To the 
opinion of DULOY, MERCER and RATHGEBER (1961) though, this parietal layer 
is no cytoplasm, but either plasmalemma or tonoplast. The thin non-lignified 
walls often show nacreous thickenings; only in the Pinaceae a secondary 
thickening of the walls is to be seen, though SRIVASTAVA (1963b) has suggested 
that the nacreous thickenings may be similar to the secondary walls of the sieve 
cells in the Pinaceae. 
The sieve areas occur almost exclusively on the radial walls. Maybe the 
Cycadaceae are the only exception in this respect (Russow, 1882 and STRAS-
BURGER, 1891). LAMOUREUX (1961) concludes that the sieve elements of the 
vascular Cryptograms are sieve cells as in the Gymnosperms, but the pores and 
the connecting strands in the sieve areas are smaller than those in the Gymno-
sperms and considerably smaller than those in the Angiosperms. In his opinion 
the sieve cells of the Gymnosperms are more specialized than those in the 
vascular Cryptogams. Some primitive Angiosperms possess sieve cells instead 
of sieve-tube members and consequently lack sieve plates as seen in the more 
advanced species (BAILEY and SWAMY, 1949). A survey of literature (HEMEN-
WAY, 1911, 1913; HUBER, 1939; CHEADLE, 1948) shows that there is entire 
agreement as to the fact that the sieve cell is considered as a primitive conducting 
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element and the sieve-tube members of the Angiosperms are more specialized 
elements, as originated from the sieve cells phylogenetically by gradual decrease 
in length of the end walls and in the amount of sieve areas on these walls. This 
phenomenon is concomitant with a decrease in number of the sieve areas on the 
radial walls. In addition ZAHUR (1959) reports a correlation between the short-
ening of the end walls and both the increase in size of the pores of the compound 
sieve plates on these walls and the decrease in length of the sieve-tube members. 
It is well known (BAILEY, 1944 ;TIPPO, 1946; CHEADLE, 1953) that the length 
of the xylem elements, e.g. vessel members, is a reliable criterion in determining 
the degree of evolutionary specialization of a certain wood species. The short-
ening of these xylem elements is correlated to the decrease in length of the fusi-
form cambium initials, but not to the shortening of the sieve elements in the 
Dicotyledoneae secondary phloem (ESAU and CHEADLE, 1955), because there are 
two different reasons for this gradual decrease in length of the sieve elements 
during their evolution (ZAHUR, 1959): namely by a decrease in length of the 
individual fusiform initials and also by the appearance of secondary septa in the 
sieve-tube member mother cells. The longer meristematic activity of the sieve-
tube member mother cells in the Dicotyledoneae, in comparison with a shorter 
similar activity,in the Monocotyledoneae, is also considered to be a trend of 
specialization. In the Gymnosperms the sieve cell mother cells differentiate into 
sieve cells within a short time. 
For a long time several controversial opinions existed about the permeability 
of cytoplasm in sieve-tube elements. STRASBURGER (1891) and SCHUMACHER 
(1939) concluded that the mature and still functioning sieve-tube elements res-
pond to plasmolyzing reagents. 
CURTIS and ASAI (1939) noted that plasmolizing is only possible if special 
precautions have been taken; HUBER and ROUSCHAL (1938) and ABBE and 
CRAFTS (1939) believed the cytoplasm not capable of being plasmolyzed. 
Eventually CURRIER, ESAU and CHEADLE (1955) demonstrated that this cyto-
plasm can be plasmolyzed and deplasmolyzed as well. 
3.3. PARENCHYMATOUS ELEMENTS 
Apart from the sieve cells, the parenchymatous elements of the secondary 
phloem are also important. These elements are: 
Phloem-parenchyma cells, idioblasts, ray-parenchyma cells, sclereids (originated 
from the parenchyma cells) and the so-called Strasburger albuminous cells. The 
last two elements belong to a special group of parenchymatous cells; they will 
be discussed separately. 
3.3.1. Phloem-parenchyma cells 
Phloem-parenchyma cells are always present. They are axially extended and 
usually combined with sister cells into strands (fig. 2 and 7). The scarcely pre-
sent, undivided phloem-parenchyma cells, the fusiform phloem-parenchyma cells, 
are less longer than the cambium cells from which they have originated. Conse-
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quently the individual parenchyma cells of the phloem-parenchyma strands are 
much shorter. In a longitudinal section the parenchyma cells are oval-shaped or 
rectangular; in cross section they are oval-shaped or circular (fig. 3). In the older 
phloem they are no longer cylindrical, but spindle-shaped. Inwards of the 
periderm the cells are living, functional, and thin-walled; occasionally however 
the walls may be thickened but never lignified. There is a distinct nucleus and 
cytoplasm, while starch often occurs, especially in the dormant period. In 
addition chloroplasts occur and different ergastic materials are stored like 
tannins, yellow and brownish products of unknown substance, resins, gums, oil, 
latices etc. (ESAU, 1964; REINDERS and PRAKKEN, 1964; STRASBURGER, 1965). 
Single parenchyma cells with similar contents, as oil cells and tannin cells, are 
called idioblasts. Crystals often occur as calcium oxalate. Such crystal-con-
taining phloem-parenchyma cells often form crystalcell strands. 
Unlike the secondary phloem of the Angiosperms, the secondary phloem of 
the Gymnosperms possesses a relatively small amount of phloem parenchyma, 
while usually early phloem has less parenchyma cells than the late phloem 
(HUBER, 1939; 1949). Generally the phloem-parenchyma strands are more or 
less tg. stratified. An easy food transport through pits is mainly possible in a 
longitudinal and in a tangential direction, because many large pits occur on 
both the radial walls of two adjacent phloem-parenchyma cells and on the walls 
to the ray-parenchyma cells. On the traverse walls of two cells situated above 
each other, many pits occur which are much smaller. On the mutual tangential 
walls, however, of two phloem-parenchyma cells there are only a few pits, 
while they are lacking completely on the tangential walls joining sieve cells. 
3.3.2. Ray-parenchyma cells 
Unlike the phloem-parenchyma cells which are vertically extended, the 
parenchyma cells of the ray are radially extended (fig. 2, 14 and 50). The ray-
parenchyma cells also show a typical arrangement, different from the arrange-
ment, of phloem-parenchyma cells because they have originated from different 
cambium initials, namely from ray-initials. Their shape is more or less rectan-
gular in cross and radial sections, wheras it is almost isodiametrical in tangential 
sections. The radial extension of the cells suits their food-conducting function 
very well, i.e. food transport in a radial direction. The longer the cells, the 
fewer the traverse walls and probably the easier the food transport. Farther 
from the cambium, the cells are rounded off, but otherwise they change little. 
In the dilatation areas, if the ray dilates, their shape changes, especially when 
ray-parenchyma cells contact a layer of phloem fibres. Then a so-called contact 
sclerosis may take place. The usually thin walls of the cells thicken on the 
mentioned spots and they lignify, though generally the cells remain functional 
and alive. 
A distinct nucleus and protoplasm is present and furthermore the contents 
usually consist of starch with occasionally calcium oxalate crystals. The original 
round shape of the nucleus in the cambial zone, gradually becomes oval or even 
stretched, farther from the cambial zone. 
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Ray-parenchyma cells possess pits: many large pits occur on the radial walls 
to the phloem-parenchyma cells and often groups of smaller pits on the walls to 
the sieve cells; on the mutual tangential walls again many pits, while on the 
mutual cross walls and on the walls to the albuminous cells, groups of smaller pits 
occur. 
Intercellular canals, situated between the radial rows of ray-parenchyma cells, 
are usually radially extended. Pits connected to pits of the adjacent cell, debouch 
in these canals, while there also may be blind pits. In the vicinity of the tangen-
tial wall, these intercellular canals may enlarge considerably, forming inter-
cellular areas, especially in the older phloem. 
3.4. SCLEREIDS AND STONE CELLS 
Sclereids originate from parenchyma cells (REINDERS and PRAKKEN, 1964). 
Many intermediate forms between thickwalled parenchyma cells and genuine 
well developed sclereids are to be found. Sclereids may occur as isodiametric 
stone cells, as irregularly shaped sclereids, but also as fibre-sclereids which 
resemble the phloem fibres (HOLDHEIDE, 1951; EVERT, 1963). However, phloem 
fibres originate from the cambium directly, whereas the sclereids arise via the 
parenchyma cells, which are reactivated in a later stage; they grow and their 
walls thicken. If the thickening is equable, stone cells arise, whereas fibre-
sclereids are formed when typical tip growth is present. When growing, the tip 
often has to avoid an obstacle, in this way forming a bend in the fibre-sclereid 
(fig. 2). The wall is thick with often a distinct layering, while the walls, of the 
fibre-sclereids in particular, are lignified. 
Stone cells usually have many ramified pit canals and their contents may 
consist of tannins and crystals. The fibre-sclereids however, have fewer pit 
canals, which usually are not ramified. 
As sclereids initiate from parenchymatous cells, they do not occur close to the 
cambium, but often in two year old phloem layers and in the ones more out-
wards, whereas phloem fibres are already present in the functional phloem. 
Whether sclereids occur or not and in what number, varies with the species. 
Fibre-sclereids occur in the bands of parenchyma cells between the layers of 
sieve cells in the early phloem, whereas stone cells occur more often in the 
dilatation tissues. Phloem fibres occur in tangential layers, alternated by layers 
of other phloem cells. Several contiguous tangential layers of phloem fibres 
may constitute the boundary between the late phloem and the early phloem. 
Stone cells originated from the phloem-parenchyma cells, differ from those 
originated from ray-parenchyma cells, in many respects. 
Both stone cells and fibre-sclereids have a pit-contact with the other elements 
of the secondary phloem, similar to pit-contact of the parenchyma cells from 
which they have originated. The number of the pits, however, is much reduced. 
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3.5. ALBUMINOUS CELLS 
The secondary phloem of the Gymnosperms possesses albuminous cells and 
no companion cells, whereas it usually is the other way round in the Angio-
sperms. 
In the protophloem of the Angiosperms, the companion cells are frequently 
lacking (ESAU, CHEADLE and GIFFORD, 1953) and also in the secondary phloem 
of some primitive Angiosperms, while the vascular Cryptogams have neither 
companion cells nor albuminous cells (LAMOUREUX, 1961). The term 'album-
inous cell' is not well chosen; it is in fact a misnomer. STRASBURGER (1891) who 
used this term for the first time, thought these cells to be rich in proteins, but 
they are not. It is true that they stain deeper with dyes than ordinary parenchyma 
cells do; they often have denser protoplasm with a conspicuous nucleus; and 
their shape is usually elongated. Therefore BARGHOORN (1940) described them as 
'erect cells'. However, not all the erect cells are albuminous cells. The term 
'companion cells' would be inappropriate too, as the companion cells are 
ontogenetically associated with the sieve-tube elements and the albuminous 
cells are not, anyway not in the Gymnosperms. In several Dicotyledoneae 
however, parenchyma cells occur, which are ontogenetically and probably also 
physiologically, associated with the sieve-tube elements (CHEADLE and ESAU, 
1958; EVERT, 1960). They might be considered as intermediate between the 
albuminous cells of the Gymnosperms and the companion cells of the Angio-
sperms, because they are not yet genuine companion cells but are more or less 
associated with the sieve-tube members. Though, as stated above, the term 
'albuminous cell' is not appropriate and many intermediate forms between 
albuminous cells and companion cells occur, we continue to use the term 
'albuminous cells' for those cells which are physiologically associated with the 
sieve elements, but not ontogenetically. STRASBURGER (1891) states that the 
albuminous cells remain active as long as the sieve cells; they collapse simulta-
neously. GRILLOS and SMITH (1959) think that some albuminous cells live longer; 
i.e., those which are not directly connected to the sieve cells; in this case they 
occur in radial plates of cells. Towards the cambium the height of these cells 
decreases gradually, and eventually they form phloem rays. Consequently in this 
stage the rays consist of albuminous cells only. But these cells are probably no 
genuine albuminous cells, for by definition albuminous cells must have direct 
connections to the sieve cells. SRIVASTAVA (1963 b) has noted that these cells 
always contain starch, they enlarge in the older phloem and they are in this 
stage very similar to the ordinary parenchyma cells. Consequently, he too does 
not use the term albuminous cells in this case but parenchyma cells. ESAU (1964) 
thinks that genuine albuminous cells cannot contain starch; so the above 
mentioned erect cells may be intermediate forms between ordinary parenchyma 
cells and albuminous cells. Even to the opinion of SRIVASTAVA (1963 b) not all 
the erect cells at the margins of heterogeneous rays are albuminous cells, but 
those containing starch and lacking sieve areas on the walls facing the sieve cells, 
are ordinary parenchyma cells. Hisinvestigations are carried out with material 
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collected both in the active and in the dormant season; he thinks it unlikely that 
the albuminous cells store starch in the active period (also STRASBURGER, 1891). 
Consequently, only the erect cells at the margins of the heterogeneous phloem 
rays, which do not contain starch, are called albuminous cells by SRIVASTAVA. 
In our slides, however, we did found starch in some erect ceils, with also semi-
sieve areas on the walls facing the sieve cells. This is not unlikely as the sieve 
cells commonly contain starch and there may be a physiological relationship 
between both cell types. 
Albuminous cells are always present. Within the vertical system either 
singly, scattered between the parenchyma cells, or in longitudinal strands of two 
or more albuminous cells above each other (fig. 46); in the horizontal system 
either as more or less erect cells on both the upper and the lower side of the 
phloem ray (fig. 2,14 and 15) or in between the ray- parenchyma cells. The latter 
are called the ray-albuminous cells and the former, occuring in the vertical 
system, are called the phloem-albuminous cells. 
The phloem-albuminous cells may be bordered by the sieve cells on one side 
only, but more often on both tangential sides. Regarding their shape they 
resemble the common phloem-parenchyma cells, usually however, they have 
more protoplasm and a round, conspicuous nucleus, which seems to be larger 
than the more spindle-shaped or oval nuclei of normal parenchyma cells. Their 
contents also differ from that of the common parenchyma cells. They live for a 
l l t i T ^ ^ t hC P a r e n c hy™ ^lls, so that both the phloem-
t n e Z T n a n d ^ r ay-a lbumin<™ cells soon lose their protoplasm and their nucleus, collapsing in a typical way 
naSnchvTf^f ^ " " T U S CeIls a l s o d i f f e r s f™m that of the phloem-parenchyma cells. Phloem-albuminous cells have only a few pits on both the 
« T j Z T t 0 , T ^ - P — h y m a cell's, hardly any or no^it-
rav pa enchl^ ^ ^ Walh t o b o t h ** pMoem-parenchyma cells and the 
hpMoem12™ ' \?anl g r ° U p S ° f P i t s o n t h e tangential walls between 
K ^ t T e ' r a v ^ 0 ft ^  "* * " ^ ^ T h e albuminous cells on both 
^ l ^ S , ? ^ , T 1 , I ^ l y ^ ^ ^ « t e ^ i n a longitudinal 
^MtoS^^Jr* ^ C°ntaCt W k h e a c h o t h e r o n t h e t a n S e n t i a I 
2^ieve c e 1 I Z Z , J ° ^ r a y -P a r e n c h v ™ « * and on the radial walls to 
S S i S ^ E S ? P 1? °CCUn T h e r e a r e m a n v P ^ to the phloem-
^SZ^^^Tf r a d m l W a l l S- I n t h e ^ t ionalphloem these cells 
and X T r l S m Z * C ° f P 1 C U°U S l y l a r g e n u c l e u s- B ° * the nucleus 
I- tioZ:^J:^:7:atheT s u d d e n i y b e f o r e t h e **> «* •*«• ™ e y 
3.6. PHLOEM FIBRES 
d i 2 S y ^ e f i S S ^ , J T ^ ^ fUnCti°nal phIoem> as thev initiate 
cells like - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t h e ^ o e m - p a r L ^ 
surrounded by crystalcellstranih A f n g l 0 S P e r m s t h e P^oem fibres are often 
^ y rystalcell strands, they form bundles of 2-5 cells in width, which 
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do not contain crushed sieve cells or parenchyma cells as distinct from the 
sclereids (HOLDHEIDE, 1951). In the Gymnosperms they usually occur in tangen-
tial layers of one cell in width, though they may be wider, but never more then 
three cells in width (fig. 52, 69). These layers of phloem fibres usually alternate 
regularly with layers of other phloem elements, e.g. in the Gymnosperms 
showing an ordinary sequence. In cross sections the fibres are 3-6 angular, 
mostly rectangular (fig. 66, 69), often with a conspicuous middle lamella. The 
secondary walls are hardly stratified; already close to the cambium they are 
often lignified with a gelatinous layer. Their lumen is small. 
The fibres show a typical, intrusive growth; they strengthen the bast, and may 
become very long. The phloem fibres are interconnected by quite a few of wall 
perforations, resembling bordered pits. There are many pits to the ray-paren-
chyma cells and very few pits to the sieve cells. The pit canal is mostly un-
ramified. The fibres are not divided. 
3.7. PERIDERM 
The periderm or secondary cork, is initiated after the phellogen is formed 
from a layer of mature, living, phloem-parenchyma cells (fig. 10, 11, 58, 59). 
The phellogen produces dead cells towards the outside (phellem) and living 
cells towards the inside, the phelloderm (ESAU, 1964; REINDERS, 1964). The 
phellem may be homogeneous, i.e. composed of one type of cell, but in the 
Gymnosperms it often is heterogeneous as in Picea abies and in Pinus sylvestris 
where layers of stone phellem alternate with layers of soft phellem and phlo-
baphen phellem. 
The cells outside the periderm are separated from the living phloem and 
then die, because there is no longer any supply of food and water. In cross 
sections the various layers of the periderm show an arched pattern in which the 
more recently deposited layers are continuous with the older ones. The inner-
most layer of phellem and the dead phloem isolated by it, form together the 
rhytidome. The different cells undergo a cytological and a chemical change 
before they are separated from the living phloem (HOLDHEIDE, 1951). 
In most cases the parenchyma cells increase in size, crushing the sieve cells 
completely, which often collapse before, e.g., in the Pinaceae (fig. 10, 11), 
whereas the Cupressaceae show the opposite possibility; the parenchyma cells 
collapse and the sieve cells remain intact (fig. 58 and 59). 
Stone cells often arise before the periderm is formed. A second, chemical 
change before the separation from the living phloem, is the lignification of the 
walls of almost all the parenchyma cells. So we find outside the periderm empty, 
dead parenchyma cells with lignified walls. The cells are either crushed sieve 
cells with much enlarged parenchyma cells, or open sieve cells with crushed 
parenchyma cells. - " 
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4. DISTRIBUTION AND ARRANGEMENT OF CELL TYPES 
IN THE AXIAL SYSTEM OF THE SECONDARY PHLOEM 
4.1. THE SIEVE CELLS 
The sieve cells are elongated, as stated in a preceding chapter. They possess 
sieve areas, varying in size, shape and number, but almost always restricted to 
the radial walls, and particularly to the inclined radial walls at the end of the 
cells. Judging by the way in which these sieve areas are located, the adjacent 
sieve cells should be able to transport assimilates through pits, both in a longi-
tudinal and in a tangential direction, but not in a radial direction. On the 
tangential walls however, small groups of pits do occur, which are always 
connected to the opposite pits in the walls of contiguous phloem-albuminous 
cells only. The latter, though lying within the parenchymatous cell layer, hardly 
have any pit-contact with the parenchyma cells, consequently a transport of 
assimilates through pits from sieve cells to parenchyma cells in a radial direc-
tion is hardly possible via these albuminous cells. No other pit-contact of these 
sieve cells in a radial direction seems to be present. But in a tangential direction 
the sieve cells possess, in addition to the sieve areas, connecting them to adjacent 
sieve cells, semi-sieve areas on the radial walls to the ray-albuminous cells and 
often groups of pits to the ray-parenchyma cells. Sieve cells have no pit-contact 
with any of the other cell types in the secondary phloem, viz. sclereids, phloem 
fibres, crystalcell strands, and the cells of the phelloderm. The sieve cells, 
deposited by the cambium are arranged in radial rows and also often in tangen-
tial layers, but the amount of deposited sieve cells varies. 
4.1.1. Sieve cells arranged in broad bands 
*hl^ KblUm m ! y fPOSk VCry b r ° a d b a n d s o f s i e v e c d l s > t o su<* an amount, hat they become the basic elements of the axial system of the secondary phloem 
n t L } f , 7 g S t a n g e n t i d k y e r S ° f S ieve c e l l s a r e s i t u a t ed against each 
other, food transport in a radial direction does not seem possible. The scattered 
phloem rays, perpendicular to the tangential and longitudinal transport system 
rav albWn' ' T ™ ^ ^ h e t e r °g e n e o u s , which implies that they possess 
a m 2 u S m a d d l t l ° n t 0 Parenchyma cells. Only sieve cells and ray-
album nous cells are interconnected by means of semi-sieve areas on their 
mutual radial walls. Due to the great number of phloem rays and o the leng" 
iul^Z^YVeTy S ieVe„Cdl m a y h a V £ P k - C o n t a c t with at least one ray-
fre a^o co ' e l d 7 T ^ ^ ^ b d 0 n g i n g t 0 t h e P ™ * ' ** -ieve cells 
alsobe"conveved t >' T * ^ ™ C d l s a n d c o n s < ^ n t l y assimilates can 
' S ^ S S ^ T n ? 5 1 < ^ ! t l y i 0 A e r a d i a l C ° n d U C t i n g ^"Parenchyma cells, 
occasion^ one
 o r I ^ S e C o n d a ry Phloe i» consists primarily of sieve cells, 
groMhWoccur o 7 T ^ ^ ^ k y e r S o f Pa™chyma cells per 
Xt^L7ZlTotrhm the mass of sieve cells-These cdl *~have 
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4.1.2. Sieve cells arranged into tangential bands 
A second possibility, different from the above mentioned, in which extremely 
wide bands of sieve cells are produced by the cambium, is that, in which 
narrower bands of sieve cells are deposited; 1-3 cells wide radially (fig. 42 and 
43). Within these bands the food transport through pits seems to be restricted 
to the longitudinal and the tangential directions; there is pit-contact between 
these bands and the phloem rays, here consisting of parenchyma cells only. 
The mentioned bands of sieve cells alternate with bands of parenchyma cells of 
equal width. 
4.1.3. Sieve cells arranged into tangential layers of one cell wide 
The sieve cells may also be deposited as tg. layers of one cell wide, in between 
a one cell wide layer of phloem fibres and a layer of parenchyma cells. This 
structure is to be seen in the wood species with an orderly sequence as in the 
Taxaceae, the Cupressaceae and the Taxodiaceae (fig. 51, 66, 69). These one cell 
wide layers of sieve cells are not interconnected directly, because these layers 
are always separated by a layer of phloem fibres and a layer of parenchyma 
cells. Consequently there is probably an independent longitudinal and a tangen-
tial food transport through pits within the layer of sieve cells and the layer of 
parenchyma cells. Tangentially they are connected to the parenchyma cells of 
the phloem rays, which are homogeneous in this case. These rays are also con-
nected to the 1 cell wide layers of phloem fibres and of parenchyma cells. 
4.2. THE PARENCHYMA CELLS 
Next to the sieve cells, the parenchyma cells are most important. Not only 
because of their storage of ergastic substances and because they may differentiate 
into fibresclereids or into stone cells, strengthening the older bast, but above all, 
because the living components of the older phloem are mainly parenchyma cells. 
By then the sieve cells have been nonfunctional for a long time already and 
usually they are collapsed as well. The parenchyma cells can also be deposited 
by the cambium in various amounts. 
4.2.1. Scattered among sieve cells 
They may be deposited as very irregular, narrow tg. layers or singly, lying 
scattered among the sieve cells (fig. 3, 4). These scattered cells, however, are all 
interconnected by pits, in this way forming a parenchyma-cell net among the 
sieve cells. This parenchyma-cell net is also* connected with the phloem rays 
(fig-17). 
4.2.2. In tangential bands 
The parenchyma cells may also form tangential bands with a few phloem 
fibres and albuminous cells, but no sieve cells. Usually these bands are 2-3 cell 
wide with a food transport possibility through pits in a longitudinal and 
tangential direction. 
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4.2.3. In layers of one cell wide 
This arrangement is present in those wood species where the sieve cells also 
occur in one cell wide tangential layers, in this way constituting the so-called 
'orderly sequence' (fig. 51). These parenchyma cells are closely interconnected, 
by numerous large pits particularly occurring on the radial walls. They hardly 
have any pit-contact with the albuminous cells within these layers and no pit-
contact at all with the sieve cells. 
Consequently the parenchymatous cells consisting here of several tangential 
layers separated from each other, should be able to an independent food 
transport in a longitudinal and a tangential direction. The speed of movement 
of assimilates in parenchyma cells is probably much slower than that in sieve 
cells; at best the parenchyma cells constitute a secondary or auxiliary conducting 
system. These different layers are interconnected by the radial food conducting 
system, the parenchyma cells of the phloem rays. Though the ray-parenchyma 
cells in the three above mentioned cases are identical, which implies that the 
radial transport system is similar, the longitudinal and the tangential food con-
ducting system varies from: a parenchyma-cell net, Composed of scattered 
parenchyma cells via wider tangential bands of parenchyma cells, to layers of 
one cell wide. In the young, active phloem, both the sieve cells and the paren-
chyma cells are very important, but in the older bast only the parenchyma cells 
remain alive. The sieve cells have become nonfunctional and are often completely 
collapsed. On the other hand the parenchyma cells have increased in size with a 
rounder shape on cross sections and they may store many ergastic substances 
like starch, crystals, tannins, resins etc. Then the living axial system consists of 
parenchymatous cells only with many intercellular spaces between them, while 
of the sieve cells and the albuminous cells only remnants are to be seen. 
If the secondary phloem is composed primarily of sieve cells, the differences 
between the younger and the older secondary phloem are most striking, as in the 
Pinaceae (fig. 3 and 5), whereas they are less pronounced in the wood species 
with an orderly sequence as in the Cupressaceae (fig. 51 and 53). 
4.3. THE ALBUMINOUS CELLS 
Adjacent albuminous cells hardly have any pit-contact with each other, 
consequently they do not form a closed system of interconnected cells. On the 
other hand they do have pit-contact with the adjacent sieve cells and usually a 
less pronounced contact with the adjacent parenchyma cells. 
The albuminous cells may occur: in long longitudinal strands in the phloem-
parenchyma bands; scattered or in short longitudinal strands in the parenchyma 
cell layers; either on one side or on both sides of the ray-parenchyma cells; in 
between the ray-parenchyma cells; as 1-2 cell high rays of albuminous cells; as 
a combination of the above mentioned possibilities. 
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4.4. THE PHLOEM FIBRES 
The phloem fibres can be deposited by the cambium in different ways: 
4.4.1. Scattered among the parenchyma cells (fig. 42) 
They are not interconnected but they are connected to the phloem-paren-
chyma cells in the younger bast. 
4.4.2. Arranged in tangential layers of 1 cell wide 
This is the prevailing possibility (fig. 51). These layers are always included by 
layers of sieve cells of the same width, but they are not connected to the latter. 
On the other hand a pit-contact in a tangential direction is present and a pit-
contact between these layers of phloem fibres and the phloem rays is also 
present. The fibres may vary in shape and in thickness of the walls. 
4.4.3. Arranged in tangential bands of 2-3 cells wide 
The phloem fibres may also be deposited as rd. wider tg. bands which are not 
connected to each other. Pits are present in the tangential walls between the 
fibres. These wider bands occur in the secondary phloem of the species with an 
orderly sequence and in particular near the growth ring boundary. 
4.5. GROWTH RINGS 
As a rule the cambium deposits more xylem than phloem and the amount of 
phloem varies widely in the different wood species. The annual increment of the 
secondary phloem, the annual growth rings, are usually still to be distinguished 
in the older phloem. In hardwood species the parenchyma cells prevail in the 
late phloem, whereas the early phloem consists mainly of sieve cells (HOLD-
HEIDE, 1951). The growth ring boundary is often formed by parenchyma cells, 
so that the parenchyma cells are adjacent to the wide sieve cells of the spring 
phloem. In soft wood species the parenchyma cells usually do not occur at the 
growth ring boundary. So here the growth ring boundary is formed by the 
transition from narrow, late sieve cells to wide, spring sieve cells. In several 
Pinaceae a more or less tangential layer of parenchyma cells is often present in 
the centre of the annual ring. Also sclereids are very helpful in determining this 
boundary, because they mainly occur in the early phloem. 
In many wood species where an orderly sequence of the secondary phloem is 
present as for instance in the Cupressaceae, the annual increment consists of 
one or more, but mostly of two of such series (HUBER, 1939, 1949). The number 
of these series however, is dependent on the age of the individual plant, on the 
species and also on weather conditions. It often occurs that a growing season is 
ended by two adjacent layers of phloem fibres, instead of the normal procedure 
of one layer only. The width of the annual ring is often very narrow, 0.2-0.3 mm. 
However, young fast growing trees possess wider growth rings than older trees, 
which grow more slowly. The width of the annual growth ring is nog constant, 
it decreases by the collapse of the sieve cells. But in the Cupressaceae where the 
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sieve cells hardly collapse, this width remains almost constant. By the different 
changes in the older growth rings, the ray-parenchyma cells may be partly 
pushed aside, thus forming a phloem ray which is irregular in cross section. 
These curves in the phloem rays may also be used to locate the annual growth 
boundaries. 
In the older secondary phloem, many parenchyma cells sclerify, forming 
complete stone cell nests, as for instance in Abies alba. Eventually the periderm 
is initiated. 
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5. T H E P H L O E M RAYS A N D T H E W O O D R A Y S 
5.1. THE PHLOEM RAYS 
5.1.1. Structure 
The Gymnosperms possess uniseriate phloem rays, i.e., the rays are one cell 
wide in tangential direction, but they are usually several cells high. The phloem 
ray can be homogeneous, heterogeneous or semi-heterogeneous. 
5.1.2. Development 
SRIVASTAVA (1963 b) has noted that the kind of the formed phloic elements are 
dependent on the fusiform cambial initials whose height may either increase, 
decrease or remain constant. In this way sieve cells, strands of tannin-containing 
parenchyma cells and crystalcell strands, originate from the increasing or from 
the regular fusiform initials, whereas the albuminous cells, the starch-containing 
'albuminous' cells, crystal cells and different other kinds of parenchyma cells are 
derivatives of the declining tiers of fusiform initials. It is also possible that the 
regular tiers of initials differentiate into declining tiers and eventually into 
phloem rays, composed of exclusively albuminous cells. In a later stage the 
albuminous cells become marginal cells, while starch-containing cells originate 
in the middle of the rays. BRAUN (1955a) and GRILLOS and SMITH (1959) 
conclude that the height of the phloem rays increases till a certain maximum is 
attained, which remains almost constant afterwards. This height is not only 
dependent on the age but also on the vitality of the species concerned. 
There are several possibilities of ray formation in the secondary phloem of the 
Gymnosperms. The upper part of a fusiform cambium initial may be separated 
by a transverse wall from the rest of the initial, forming a ray initial in this way, 
or a radial wall may be formed in the middle of the cambium initial, separating 
a segment from it, which may become a ray initial. This is shown by BANNAN 
(1953) in Chamaecyparis. SRIVASTAVA (1963b) also believes this to be a common 
mode of ray formation. A fusiform initial may also be segmented by several 
transverse walls and some or even all segments may be converted into ray 
initials (BANNAN, 1951,1965; BARGHOORN, 1940, 1941 b). According to BANNAN 
(1951, 1955) particularly the fusiform initials with little contact to the rays, are 
differentiated into ray initials. 
Most rays however, originate from declining radial plates of initials, one cell 
in width, or from gradually declining fusiform initials. While declining, such 
fusiform initials deposit mostly elements on the phloem side (CHRYSLER, 1913; 
BARGHOORN, 1940), consequently, the declining radial plates on the xylem side 
are much shorter than those on the phloem side. This change of regular tiers 
into declining tiers and eventually into phloem rays goes with a change of the 
cell types, originated by these phloic initials. When these tiers are only a few cells 
high, i.e., in the first stage of ray formation, only the albuminous cells, or only 
starch-containing parenchyma cells remain. In a later stage the albuminous cells 
in the heterogeneous rays have obtained their marginal position and the starch 
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containing parenchyma cells occur in the middle of the rays. The increase in 
height of the rays is caused by the formation of transverse or oblique divisions 
in the parenchyma cells and by the addition of new ray initials at the margins 
of the rays and also by the fusion of two phloem rays, because the fusiform 
initials between them shorten and gradually disappear. A decrease in height may 
be caused by the loss of some ray initials (BARGHOORN 1940, 1941 b); the latter 
usually are marginal initials. The ray may be cut in two by the loss of a ray 
initial in the centre and by the intrusion of a fusiform initial into the vacated 
space. 
So during the development of a ray the height increases because the number 
of the rows of cells is increasing, whereas the width remains constant, i.e. always 
unisenate, except m those rays where radial resin canals occur. As stated above 
a one cell high phloem ray of Pseudotsuga taxifolia, for instance, consists of a 
radial row of albuminous cells; by division a two cell high ray is formed, still 
consisting of albuminous cells exclusively. Only when the ray becomes three or 
more ceIs high ordinary ray-parenchyma cells do occur in the centre of the ray. 
Originally both the albuminous cells and the parenchyma cells possess an 
abundance of protoplasm with a conspicuous nucleus. The ray-parenchyma cells 
elongate ,n a radial direction further from the cambium. The amount of proto-
froTtW^w r ^ T h haS a Parietal P ° s i t i o n or ^  may form strands from the cell wall to the nucleus. The cell shape becomes more oval. The albu-
Z Z oCton. H°nglTlly ^ m U C h P r o t°P l a s i* and a large nucleus, lose 
o T ^ t r ^ ^ i n U d u U S ^ T SUddCnly ' f U f t h e r f r ° m t h e " a m b i™> with-i i ; ' °f ^ cells. Gradually the empty cells collapse. The common 
the MudZ 5 T , ° ; i C e a n d a ' W ^ y m a cell remains intact, but 
m ^ S S l r ^ i i /Comt0 a typkal S" s h aP e- E v e n t u a »y a compact 
X £ £ K f,f 1S- f • ? n S e « U e n t l y t h e oWer phloem ray consists of 
^TZ^lCZt ^ n ° n f u n C t i 0 n a l albuminous « * • on both 
J ^ ^ ^ Z ^ ^ ^ ,CdlS °CCUr 0 n t h e P h l - m side, narrow, 
r S ^ J ^ ^ T T * e X y k m S M e ; W h e r e ^"Parenchyma cells occu 
^ the phloem side, wood-ray parenchyma cells occur on the xylem side 
h^^^^T Phfr\ W k h h o m ° g — PWoem rays and 
* W ^ ^ ^ ^ Z £ £ ^ V * * * * ° * that otPseultsuga 
chyma cells onlv rfia ?nT n 1 y h e f ° r m e r a r e composed of paren-
lackTng - l w £ S j t £ \ ° ? " " ? f ^ a n d " ^ b u m m o u s cell are 
simflJ ' to^^^. ' .S 'T f ^ Cl°Se t0 the Cambiura is almost 
^ ^ 0 ^ 2 ^ ^ u°m ^ C a m b i U m ' a l t h o u ^ h *e ray-paren-
^ b J S S ^ ^ f i t C Cl°Se t0 ^ CambiUm- In additi0n' ^ e 
5.1.3. Phylogenetic stages 
J h e .hictaing of
 l h e w a l l s o f t h e w o o d r a y . p a r e n c h y n m c d | s a n d a ] s o b u ( 
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not to such an extent, the pitting on the radial walls of these cells with the 
elements of the axial system, are important factors in determining the develop-
mental stage of the considered species of the Gymnosperms (GREGUSS, 1955). 
The characteristics stated above are less important if we try to classify the 
different families by means of the phloem rays. There is a certain trend for a 
gradual thickening of the transverse and radial walls of the phloem ray-paren-
chyma cells in different families. The walls of the parenchyma cells of the phloem 
' ray in the Pinaceae for instance, are thicker than the corresponding walls in the 
Ginkgoaceae, but the transition is a very gradual one; furthermore the tangential 
walls remain rather thin. More characteristic is the cell shape, the pitting and 
the structure of the phloem ray. Besides the structure and the arrangement of 
the different cell types in the axial system of the secondary phloem, are determi-
ning as well. 
We may distinguish 5 different phylogenetic stages (fig. 73): 
1. The phloem rays are homogeneous, consisting exclusively of procumbent 
parenchyma cells which all have pit-contact with both the parenchyma cells and 
the sieve cells of the axial system. The axial system is composed of narrow, one 
cell wide, tangential cell layers forming an orderly sequence, while the phloem-
albuminous cells lie scattered in between the parenchyma cells. 
2. The phloem rays are homogeneous with procumbent ray-parenchyma cells, 
with more or less erect marginal parenchyma cells. All the ray-parenchyma cells, 
the sieve cells and the parenchyma cells of the axial system are interconnected. 
The axial system consists of rather wide tangential bands of sieve cells, alternated 
with bands of phloem-parenchyma cells in which long longitudinal strands of 
phloem-albuminous cells occur. 
3. The phloem rays are semi-heterogeneous, phloem-albuminous cells are 
scarcely present. The axial system consists mainly of sieve cells which are 
connected to both the parenchyma cells and the albuminous cells of the rays. 
One irregular tangential layer of phloem-parenchyma cells is deposited within 
one growth layer. There is pit-contact between phloem-parenchyma cells and 
both the cell types of the phloem ray. 
4. The phloem rays are heterogeneous. The axial system consists mainly of 
sieve cells which are connected to both the parenchyma cells and the albuminous 
cells in the rays. One irregular tangential layer of parenchyma cells is deposited 
within one growth layer. There is pit-contact between phloem-parenchyma cells 
and both the cell types of the phloem ray. 
5. The phloem rays are heterogeneous. The axial system consists mainly of 
sieve cells which are connected to the ray-albuminous cells only and not to the 
parenchyma cells in the centre of the rays. The phloem-parenchyma cells consti-
tute a parenchyma cell net. There is pit-contact between phloem-parenchyma 
cells and both the cell types of the phloem ray. 
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5.2. THE WOOD RAYS 
5.2.1. Structure 
Usually the wood rays of the Gymnosperms are uniseriate too; they are called 
homogeneous if they are composed of exclusively procumbent parenchyma cells 
and heterogeneous if ray-tracheids occur on both sides of the ray. 
The family to which a specific wood species belongs, is determining for the 
wood ray type, as can be seen in the following list: 
Cycadaceae 
Ginkgoaceae 
Podocarpaceae 
Taxaceae 
Cupressaceae 
Taxodiaceae 
Pinaceae 
Cycas circinatum L. 
Ginkgo biloba L. 
Podocarpus nerifolius D. DON 
Taxus baccata L. 
Chamaecyparis pisifera ENDL. 
Thuja plicata LAMB. 
Thujopsis dolabrata SIEB. et Zucc. 
Taxodium distichum A. RICH. 
Cryptomeriajaponica D. DON 
Abies concolor HOOPES. 
Pseudolarix kaempferi BRITT. 
Tsuga canadensis CARR. 
Cedrus libaniA. RICH. 
Larix decidua MILL. 
Picea spec. 
Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRITT. 
Pinus sylvestris L. 
phloem ray 
homogeneous 
wood ray 
homogeneous 
heterogeneous „ 
»» »> 
± heterogeneous ± heterogeneous 
>t »» 
heterogeneous heterogeneous 
It is evident from the list above, that the species of the first mentioned 
families possess both homogeneous phloem rays and homogeneous wood rays. 
Heterogeneous rays occur in the Pinaceae for the first time. In Abies concolor 
and in Pseudolarix kaempferi only the phloem rays are heterogeneous, whereas 
the wood rays are still homogeneous. In Tsuga canadensis and in Cedrus libani 
both phloem rays and wood rays, are semi-heterogeneous, i.e. that the album-
inous cells in the phloem ray and the tracheids in the wood ray are not con-
tinuous, but can be interrupted or can be lacking completely on one side. In 
species like Larix decidua, Pseudotsuga taxifolia and Pinus sylvestris both ray 
types are entirely heterogeneous. 
5.2.2. Development 
The heterogeneous wood ray of species belonging to the Pinaceae, Pseu-
dotsuga taxifolia for example, develops as follows (fig. 13). In a primary 
stage it is only one row high, consisting exclusively of ray-tracheids; it becomes 
two rows high after division, still exclusively composed of tracheids and it is 
only after a radially extended row of parenchyma cells has differentiated between 
these tracheids, that the ray develops into its definite form and structure. After 
repeated divisions of the parenchyma cells, at last a ray has been developed 
which is composed out of many rows of ray-parenchyma cells with one row of 
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tracheitis on both the upper and the lower side of the ray. Occasionally two or 
more rows of tracheids may occur and it is even possible to find a row of tracheids 
in between the parenchyma cells. 
Tracheids do not always form the beginning of the ray of the Pinaceae 
(BANNAN, 1934; THOMPSON, 1910). In Tsuga canadensis for instance, a one cell 
high ray in the xylem may be composed of parenchyma cells, whereas in the 
phloem it may consist of albuminous cells. A two cell high ray in the xylem 
may be composed of a row of parenchyma cells bordered by a row of tracheids 
and in the phloem it is composed of two rows of albuminous cells (fig. 34). 
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TYPES OF SECONDARY PHLOEM BASED ON 
ARRANGEMENT OF CELL TYPES 
The cell types, as described in the preceding chapter, can occur in various 
combinations, to be classified into three main groups. These three groups differ 
in many respects and will be discussed separately. In this thesis they will be 
called the three main types of secondary phloem. Some species, though belong-
ing to one of the three above mentioned types, already show features of the 
next type and may be considered as intermediate forms. 
The three groups are: 
6.1. SECONDARY PHLOEM CONSISTING OF BROAD BANDS OF SIEVE 
CELLS (PSEUDOTSUGA TAXIFOLIA TYPE) 
The species in this group, all belonging to the Pinaceae, show a phloem con-
sisting mainly of sieve cells in which the few parenchyma cells occur either in 
discontinuously tangential bands, or scattered between the sieve cells, forming 
a parenchyma-cell net. Several intermediate forms are possible between these 
two extremes. 
The phloem rays of all the species, belonging to this type, are heterogeneous or 
semi-heterogeneous. The sieve cells, adjacent to the phloem rays, have either 
pit-contact with the albuminous cells only, or in some cases with both the 
albuminous cells and parenchyma cells of the rays. 
The secondary phloem of the Douglas-fir is, in our opinion, the most charac-
teristic of this bast type. It has a net of phloem-parenchyma cells, heterogeneous 
phloem rays, while the sieve cells have pit-contact-with the ray-albuminous cells 
only. It is considered to be the primary stage in the phylogenetic sequence of the 
secondary phloem, seen in respect of this study. The secondary phloem of some 
wood species belonging to this type and of several intermediate forms between 
this first stage and the next one of Ginkgo biloba, will be described individually. 
t».!1.1 .Pit-contact between sieve cells and phloem rays via the albuminous cells 
(fig-18) 
Apart from Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRITT., also Pinus sylvestris, Larix decidua 
and Abies concolor among others belong to this group. 
6.1.1.1. Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRITT. (fig. 2 to 18 inclusive) 
P^udlZf^ a V a , y e r i ^ ° f thC d i f f e r e n t Cells i s t 0 b e s e e n m the phloem of 
o X t w ^ T / ? ? S e C ° n d a r y P h l 0 e m c o n s i s t s m a i n l y of skve cells; 
Z J Z 3 and S t ; ? ^ "* ^ C d l s a r r a n S e d i n 4»1ar tangential 
ZZhSi H \ h CI P°S S e S S l a r g e s i e v e a r e a s which do not lie closely 
together and are restricted to the raHini «,Qiio T I L, " 
neous ThP aih,,m;™ ,, u a l l s ' T h e Phl°em rays are heteroge-
t h m J l t ™ T C e l l^ h a v e P ^ ^ t a c t with the ray-parenchyma cells, 
the phloem-parenchyma cells and the sieve cells. The ray-parenchyma cells 
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have only pit-contact with the phloem-parenchyma cells. Parenchyma cells lie 
scattered among the sieve cells, forming discontinuous and irregular tangential 
layers. The cells within such a layer are connected to one another by pits, 
forming a parenchyma-cell net. These nets are also interconnected in a radial 
direction. 
The phloem-parenchyma cells have, when touching each other, pits on the 
radial, traverse and tangential walls, but they have no pits on the mutual 
tangential walls to the sieve cells. Though there are wide layers of sieve cells, 
every sieve cell might have contact with a ray-albuminous cell, because the 
phloem rays traverse this mass of sieve cells frequently and the sieve cells are 
long cells. 
Presumably no direct movement of food is possible here through pits from 
sieve cells to ray-parenchyma cells, but only via the ray-albuminous cells because 
the sieve cells hardly have any connections with ray-parenchyma cells (fig. 7). 
Through the latter a radial food transport may be possible. After a short time 
the sieve cells and the albuminous cells collapse simultaneously (fig. 8 and 9). 
The longitudinal walls of the ray-albuminous cells fold back in a typical S-
shape; a formless mass of these crushed cells remains on both sides of the 
phloem ray. The ray-parenchyma cells on the borders of the ray become more or 
less hexagonal, while the cells in the centre increase in size. A distinct pit-
contact with the phloem-parenchyma cells still exists. 
Because most of the sieve cells collapse, by then the axial system of the older 
phloem consists of parenchyma cells, which are still alive and functional and 
increasing in size (fig. 8). Some of the parenchyma cells differentiate as sclereids, 
fibre-sclereids, or as stone cells. Although within these particular strands ver-
tical food transport is hampered, on the whole sclereids hardly effect the food 
transport, because of the density of the parenchyma cell net. The sclereids only 
appear after the second year (GRILLOS and SMITH, 1959) and lie scattered be-
tween the parenchyma cells; they taper and usually their walls become very 
thick, crushing the other cells. Crystalcell strands also occur, mainly close to the 
growth ring boundaries. 
In the course of time the parenchyma cells initiate a periderm. The cells 
outside this periderm decline and die; all the sieve cells are crushed by the 
parenchyma cells which enlarged before they are cut off from the living cells 
(fig. 10, 11). Thus the tissue outside the periderm consists of areas of crushed 
sieve cells, parenchyma cells, sclereids, one or two crystalcell strands, and large 
intercellular spaces. 
Apart from the above mentioned parenchyma cells, some other types of 
parenchyma cells are to be found in the secondary phloem of Douglas-fir. 
We find five basic types, viz.: 
1. Apart from the ray-parenchyma cells, in the axial system of the secondary 
phloem ordinary unspecialized parenchyma cells occur, which originated from 
fusiform cambial cells, divided into many smaller cells by transverse walls. 
These cells often occur in a more or less tangential band, sometimes at the end 
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of the growth layer. Fast grown trees sometimes show two of these bands in an 
early and in a late stage of the growing season. A parenchyma cell net is formed. 
Apart from starch they also store resinous and tanniniferous products. They 
enlarge in the older phloem and may differentiate into sclereids after the second 
growth layer. In an early stage these sclereids may still contain a nucleus, 
cytoplasm and resin, but later on all this is absent. 
2. Parenchyma cells originated from cambium initials, without traverse 
septation. In this case the parenchyma cells are approximately of the same 
length as the original fusiform cambium initials. They often contain resin, but 
no tannins, while simple crystals are abundant. The parenchyma cells collapse 
after the crystal formation, but they are still easily to distinguish in the older 
phloem, because of their contents of resins and crystals. 
3. 'Erect albuminous cells'. Phloem-parenchyma cells, similar to those 
mentioned under 1., but with the following distinctions: 
During the winter rest period they contain neither resins nor tannins but 
only starch; they possess primary pit fields opposite the sieve areas of the 
adjacent sieve cells; they die after the sieve cells disorganize; usually they do not 
occur in long longitudinal strands as with type 1., but more often in radial plates, 
which are originally four cells high, but gradually decrease in height nearer to 
the cambium. They may have originated from cambium initials, which form 
wood rays on the xylem side. In the latter mentioned case the radial plates are 
usually two cells high and show a similarity to phloem rays, consisting exclu-
sively of erect ray-albuminous cells. Such parenchyma cells often connect the 
albuminous cells of two phloem rays, lying above each other. Thus paren-
chyma cells belonging to type 3., resemble albuminous cells; in our opinion 
they should be considered as albuminous cells. Pit-contact of 'erect albuminous 
cells' with the sieve cells is more intense in younger trees than in older trees 
(GRILLOS and SMITH, 1959). 
4. Parenchyma cells, similar to the above mentioned 'erect albuminous cells', 
but lacking pit-contact with the sieve cells. They contain neither resins, nor 
tannins and they do not collapse simultaneously with the sieve cells, but 
shortly after. 
5. Ray-parenchyma cells, radially stretched, increasing gradually in size in the 
older phloem, while the radial parenchyma strands become separated by the 
enlarging intercellular spaces. They store much starch, but little resin and tan-
nin, as far as uniseriate phloem rays are concerned, as a matter of fact they are 
usually uniseriate. 
Although the sieve cells of many Conifers remain functional for one year 
only, the Pinaceae are exceptional and so is Pseudotsuga taxifolia. During the 
second year the 'definite' callose cylinders are deposited and this is only possible 
in living cells. Early in the growing season all the formed callose is dissolved; 
later, during the following growing season, they are deposited again; first in the 
growth layer of the preceding year; namely on the half sieve areas between 
sieve cells and albuminous cells and between sieve cells and 'erect albuminous 
cells' and at last on sieve areas between the sieve cells. This callose is called 
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'definitive callose'. Shortly after, 'dormancy callose' plugs are deposited on the 
sieve areas within the growth layer of the present year. During the winter period 
the callose masses in both growth layers remain and are dissolved again during 
the following year. 
Thus for every sieve cell there is a callose deposit on the sieve areas twice; first 
during the first growing season, dissolving when the next season starts, second 
during the second growing season another deposit of callose, the so-called 
'definitive callose' is formed which, however, also gradually disappears in the 
following growing season. 
Summary: 
Bark: well developed. 
Outside the periderm: the sieve cells collapse. Only phloem-parenchy-
ma cells and ray-parenchyma cells remain, apart from sclereids and an occasion-
al crystalcell strand. 
Growth layers: distinct. 
Mechanical t issue: phloem fibres are lacking, but instead sclereids occur, 
originated from phloem-parenchyma cells; besides some crystalcell strands are 
present. 
Sieve cells: the most common cells of the secondary phloem are sieve 
cells; they form the bulk of the axial system. No direct pit-contact is present 
between sieve cells and ray-parenchyma cells. There is an intensive pit-contact 
between two adjacent sieve cells on their mutual radial walls and between sieve 
cells and albuminous cells. 
Albuminous cells : albuminous cells in the axial system are scarce; instead 
ray-albuminous cells occur on both sides of the phloem ray. They have pit-
contact with the sieve cells, the phloem-parenchyma cells and the ray-paren-
chyma cells. 
Phloem-parenchyma cells: they are scarcely present, they do not form 
regular tangential layers of cells between the sieve cells. They form a paren-
chyma cell net. There is a direct mutual pit-contact between this net and the 
ray-parenchyma cells. 
Phloem-rays: phloem rays and wood rays are predominantly hetero-
geneous. 
6.1.1.2. Pinus syhestrisL.(ftg. 19,20and21) 
Bark: well developed. 
Outside the periderm: the sieve cells are completely collapsed and only 
wall remnants can be found in this stage. The axial system is formed by phloem-
parenchyma cells with an occasional crystalcell strand. 
Growth layers: rather distinct. 
Mechanical tissue: crystal cells hardly occur, while sclereids and phloem 
fibres are lacking completely. 
Sieve cells : they constitute the most abundant cell type of the secondary 
phloem and they are able to transport food in both a longitudinal and a tangen-
tial direction. Via the ray-albuminous cells, they have contact with the ray-
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parenchyma cells. No direct pit-contact is present between sieve cells and ray-
parenchyma cells. The sieve cells collapse after a functioning period of one or 
two years (fig. 21). 
Albuminous cells: mainly present as ray-albuminous cells on either side 
of the phloem ray. They are longitudinally stretched, especially in the cambial 
zone. They have pit-contact with the sieve cells, phloem-parenchyma cells and 
ray-parenchyma cells. 
Phloem-parenchyma cells: the parenchyma cells lie either scattered among 
the sieve cells or arranged into irregular tangential bands (fig. 19). They form a 
net of parenchyma cells and have pit-contact with the phloem rays via the 
albuminous cells and the ray-parenchyma cells. In the older phloem food 
transport is only possible via the parenchyma cells, viz. the phloem-parenchyma 
cell net and the ray-parenchyma cells. 
Phloem rays: the phloem ray is heterogeneous with ray-albuminous cells, 
remarkably stretched in a longitudinal direction (fig. 20). Especially between the 
ray-parenchyma cells, intercellular spaces are found, stretched in a radial 
direction, probably they do not occur between the ray initials. The wood ray is 
also heterogeneous; often the ray-parenchyma cells are accompanied by several 
rows of ray-tracheids. 
6.1.1.3. Larix deciduaMiLt.(fig.22,23 and24) 
The secondary phloem of Larix decidua shows a structure intermediate be-
tween Tsuga canadensis and Pseudotsuga taxifolia. 
Bark: well developed. 
Outside the periderm: the sieve cells are completely collapsed. Only 
parenchyma cells, crystalcell strands and sclereids are present. 
Growth layers: indistinct., 
Mechanical tissue: many crystalcell strands occur, particularly in the 
growth ring boundary. In the older phloem fibre-sclereids originate, as seen in 
Pseudotsuga taxifolia and stone-cell nests are also formed as in Abies concolor, 
Tsuga canadensis and Cedrus libani. 
Sieve cells: as in all Pinaceae the phloem tissue consists mainly of sieve 
cells, having contact with the ray-parenchyma cells via the ray-albuminous 
cells. No direct pit-contact is present between the sieve cells and ray-paren-
chyma cells. The sieve cells are more or less collapsed after the second year, 
causing a tangential rupture of the tissue structure. 
Albuminous cells: mainly present as ray-albuminous cells. They occur on 
both sides of the phloem ray and have pit-contact with the sieve cells, the 
phloem-parenchyma cells and the ray-parenchyma cells. 
Phloem-parenchyma cells: the parenchyma cells lie scattered between 
the sieve cells, or are arranged into discontinuous tangential layers (fig. 22 and 
23). All these cells form a more or less closed parenchyma cell net. There is pit-
contact between this net and both the ray-parenchyma cells and the ray-
albuminous cells. 
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Phloem rays : the phloem rays and the wood rays are both heterogeneous 
(fig. 24). 
6.1.1.4. Abies co«co/orHooPES(fig. 25to29inclusive) 
Bark: well developed. 
Outsidetheperiderm:the sieve cells are completely collapsed, where as the 
parenchyma cells increase in size before they are cut off. 
Growth layers: distinct. In the functioning phloem there is also a pro-
nounced distinction between the wider spring sieve cells and the narrower 
summer sieve cells. 
Mechanical t issue: many crystalcell strands are present. In the older 
phloem stone-cell nests are formed. 
Sieve cells : the secondary phloem consists mainly of sieve cells. A longi-
tudinal and a tangential food transport through pits is possible through the 
sieve cells to the ray-parenchyma cells, via the ray-albuminous cells. No direct 
pit-contact is present between sieve cells and ray-parenchyma cells. 
Albuminous cells: mainly present as ray-albuminous cells, on either side 
of the phloem ray. They have pit-contact with the sieve cells, the phloem-paren-
chyma cells and the ray-parenchyma cells. 
Phloem-parenchyma cells: the phloem-parenchyma cells are arranged 
in more or less tangential layers of one cell wide. In these layers there is quite a 
number of crystal cells to be found (fig. 25). A parenchyma cell net is lacking; 
therefore the layers which occur mainly in between the wider spring sieve cells 
and the narrower summer sieve cells, have no direct pit-contact. An intimate 
pit-contact with both the albuminous cells and the ray-parenchyma cells is 
present. 
Many of the parenchyma cells differentiate into stone cells in the older 
phloem. In this way large nests of these cells make the older bast very hard, 
while they also disturb the tangential layering. The masses of stone cells lie 
scattered between the soft cell types, viz. the phloem-parenchyma cells and the 
partly crushed sieve cells. 
Phloem rays: the phloem ray is heterogeneous, the wood ray is homo-
geneous. Thus in the cambial zone erect albuminous cells are deposited on the 
phloem side along both sides of the ray-parenchyma cells; only procumbent 
wood ray-parenchyma cells are formed on the xylem side (fig. 27). 
The ray-albuminous cells, which probably have the same functional relation-
ship to the sieve cells as the companion cells have to the sieve tubes, here, as in 
all above mentioned examples, possess an additional function as conducting 
cells in the food transport system from sieve cell to ray-parenchyma cell and 
vice versa. These albuminous cells however, disorganize after a short time and 
only a narrow strip of crushed cells remains, all along the ray-parenchyma cells 
(fig. 28 and 29). As the sieve cells collapse simultaneously, only the paren-
chymatous cells remain. 
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6.1.2. Pit-contact between sieve cells and all phloem ray elements (Tsuga 
canadensis subtype) 
The four above described species are all examples of the Pseudotsuge taxifolia 
type. On the other hand some species, though still belonging to the Pseudotsuga 
taxifolia type, differ slightly from it. The sieve cells of this group do not only 
have pit-contact with the ray-albuminous cells, but also with the ray-paren-
chyma cells (fig. 36). This group will be called the Tsuga canadensis subtype. 
Except for Tsuga canadensis, the species belonging to this type are among others: 
6.1.2.1. Tsuga canadensis CKRR. (fig. 30to36inclusive) 
Bark: well developed. 
Outside the periderm: the sieve cells are completely crushed and the 
parenchyma cells have increased in size. 
Growth layers: indistinct or absent. 
Mechanical tissue: crystalcell strands are present. In the older phloem 
nests of sclereids occur. 
Sieve cells : the axial system consists mainly of sieve cells. They have pit-
contact with both the albuminous cells and the parenchyma cells of the phloem 
ray. Radial and longitudinal transport of food through pits is possible. 
Albuminous cells: mainly as ray-albuminous cells. They occur irregularly 
and may even be absent on one side of the phloem ray in places, or occasionally 
on both sides. Pit-contact is present between these cells and the sieve cells, the 
phloem-parenchyma cells and the ray-parenchyma cells. In the older phloem the 
ray-albuminous cells are collapsed, while the nonfunctional sieve cells have 
hardly decreased in size. Phloem-albuminous cells occur more often in this type. 
Phloem-parenchyma cells : they are rather regulary arranged in tangen-
tial layers, more regular than in Cedrus (fig. 30, 37). These tangential layers are 
independently situated and separated by sieve cells; they have no pit-contact 
with the latter. There is no parenchyma-cell net. Pit-contact exists between 
phloem-parenchyma cells and both ray-albuminous cells and ray-parenchyma 
Phloem rays : the phloem ray and the wood ray are semi-heterogeneous; 
the ray-albuminous cells, respectively wood-ray tracheids, occur either on one 
side of the rays or on both sides, or they may be absent (fig. 32, 34). Intercellular 
spaces occur between the elements of the phloem ray, the ray initials and the 
elements of the wood ray. Because the ray-albuminous cells may be absent at 
TJhlZ ' n ? e m S u n d e r s t a n d a b l e that the sieve cells have pit-contact with 
both the ray-albuminous cells and the ray-parenchyma cells (fig. 32, 35 and 36). 
6.1.2.2. Cedrus libaniA. RICH. (fig. 37 and 38) 
Bark: well developed. 
parenc'h™! » l k " i , d " m : ' h e fVS C d l S " e « " > * ' * Elapsed; phloem-
s t t a n ^ T a i f * """ " " — • * » " » • * • « ™ - U and some c^stalceH 
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Growth layers: indistinct. 
Mechanical t issue: crystalcell strands occur, while in the older phloem 
some of the parenchyma cells differentiate into stone cells. 
Sieve cells : the structure of the secondary phloem is almost similar to that 
of Tsuga canadensis. 
Albuminous cells: mainly as ray-albuminous cells. They are not always 
present on both sides of the phloem ray and may even be absent altogether. 
There is a pit-contact with the sieve cells, the phloem-parenchyma cells and the 
ray-parenchyma cells. Phloem-albuminous cells regularly occur. 
Phloem-parenchyma cells: within an annual growth layer one or two 
continuous layers of parenchyma cells occur between the sieve cells (fig. 37). The 
former are not entirely tangential as in the Cupressaceae, but they tend to a 
radial direction several times. Besides many crystals are deposited in several 
parenchyma cells so that crystalcell strands are formed, mostly at the growth 
ring boundary. The different layers of parenchyma cells are separated from each 
other and there is no parenchyma cell net. By means of wide pits the phloem-
parenchyma cells are connected to both the ray-albuminous cells and the ray-
parenchyma cells. In the older phloem some parenchyma cells differentiate into 
stone cells. 
Phloem rays : the phloem rays and the wood rays are semi-heterogeneous. 
6.1.2.3. Picea spec. (fig. 39,40and41) 
The secondary phloem of Picea spec, resembles that of Pseudotsuga taxifolia 
more than Tsuga canadensis and Cedrus libani do. Still it belongs to the Tsuga 
canadensis subtype because there is pit-contact between sieve cells .and all the 
elements of the phloem ray. 
Bark: well developed. 
Outside the periderm: the sieve cells collapse completely. Only paren-
chyma cells and stone cells remain. 
Growth layers : indistinct or absent. 
Mechanical t issue: occasionally stone cells occur. Chrystalcell strands and 
sclereids are almost lacking. 
Sieve cells : the axial system is formed mainly of sieve cells which show a 
regular layering. These cells have contact with both the ray-albuminous cells 
and the ray-parenchyma cells (fig. 40, 41). The further from the cambial zone, 
the more sieve cells disorganize. The sieve cells of the early phloem collapse later 
than those of the late phloem of the same growth layer, but eventually their 
radial walls fold together into a typical S-shape, while a shift in tangential direc-
tion takes place. 
Albuminous cells: they occur mainly as ray-albuminous cells. There is 
pit-contact ot the sieve cells, to the phloem-parenchyma cells and to the ray-
parenchyma cells. 
Phloem-parenchyma cells: there is a more or less coherent tangential 
layer of parenchyma cells in the centre of the growth ring. There is no pit-
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contact to the sieve cells, but only to the ray-albuminous cells and to the ray-
parenchyma cells. There is no parenchyma cell net. 
Phloem rays : the phloem ray and the wood ray are heterogeneous. 
6.2. SECONDARY PHLOEM CONSISTING OF BANDS OF SIEVE CELLS 
AND BANDS OF PARENCHYMA CELLS {GINKGO BILOBA TYPE) 
This type shows a regular pattern of alternating, rather wide, tangential bands 
of parenchyma cells and of sieve cells. Apart from Ginkgo biloba, the species of 
the Cycadaceae and the Araucariaceae belong to this type and some of the 
Podocarpaceae and the Taxaceae. The species belonging to the Taxaceae how-
ever, are already to be considered as intermediate forms between the Ginkgo 
biloba type and the next group of the Chamaecyparis pisifera type. Apart from 
the description of Ginkgo biloba, as characteristic for this group, short descrip-
tions will be given ofPodocarpus nerifolius and Taxus baccata, successively. 
6.2.1. Ginkgo biloba L. {fig. 42 to 47 inclusive) 
This species belongs to the family Ginkgoaceae. The secondary phloem consists 
ol phloem-parenchyma cells, sieve cells, some phloem fibres and some crystal 
cells and phloem-albuminous cells. Though an orderly sequence does not yet 
exist, but a distinct tangential layering is present. Bands of parenchyma cells, 
J« S „T ^ f d i a l CXtent ' a l t e r n a t e w i t h bands> !-2 cells wide, of sieve cells (fig. 42,43 and 44). 
Bark: well developed. 
r„ZUtSiii t h t e P u e r i d e r m : neit»er the sieve cells nor the parenchyma cells 
collapse. Thus the bast outside the periderm resembles the older bast 
Growth layers: indistinct or absent. 
fib^tit^0"1 t iSSUe ,i ^ ^ k r g e CelIs a r e f^med.Thick-walled phloem 
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fnd becaut h ^ ^J™* tawpOIt' beCaUSe t h e r e a r e «> ^ of them 
ZiZZ^ ^ band 1S m0fe than l Cdl Wide- The P h l o e m fibres 
SemPrn r r f ™ H ™?* " ** p a r e n c h y m a c e l l s ^ve , but not so many of 
esembfe the one ,°, T T f ** WaU W h i c h i s c l e a r iy l a ^ d > the fibres 
from the arnb-1 t ' T ^ A ^ 0 n CT°SS SCCtions ' b u t t h ey have originated 
SXmTbrer **** ^  ^ rtructare is also fib™s> «> obviously they 
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ovarshaped T7Z^JT^ ^ SieVe Cdls ™ wide and Possess many large 
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scattered between the parenchyma cells, but they form long 
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longitudinal strands of cells which are not part of parenchyma-cell strands. They 
have pit-contact with the sieve cells and also with the phloem-parenchyma cells 
and even with the ray-parenchyma cells. They collapse in a typical way after the 
sieve cells have become nonfunctional. 
Phloem-parenchyma cells: these cells occur in bands, 1-3 cells wide. 
These bands, more or less tangential, are intimately connected to the phloem 
rays (fig. 45, 47). There is also pit-contact between phloem-albuminous cells and 
phloem-parenchyma cells, but not with the sieve cells. 
Phloem rays: both the phloem ray and the wood ray are homogeneous. 
The ray-parenchyma cells are rather high, almost erect, particularly the border 
cells and those in the cambial zone. These cells also have a distinct pit-contact 
with both the sieve cells and the phloem-parenchyma cells. Intercellular spaces 
occur in a radial direction in the phloem rays, traversing the cambium and 
continuing into the wood rays. They do not widen in the older bast farther from 
the cambium; on the contrary they are more or less crushed. 
Summarizing we have two bands of cells, viz. one of sieve cells and one of 
parenchyma cells, with phloem fibres and phloem-albuminous cells in the latter 
band. Between the mentioned bands two ways of food transport seem to be 
possible: 
a. In a tangential direction to the phloem rays within the bands and from there 
to the adjacent band; 
b. In a radial direction directly between two adjacent bands, viz. via the phloem-
albuminous cells. 
These albuminous cells still resemble the ordinary parenchyma cells except 
for their pitting and their collapse; they are less specialized than those in the 
Cupressaceae. Thus the separation between the two cell types radially, is not so 
distinct as in the Cupressaceae. 
Outside the zone near the cambium the structure of the secondary phloem 
changes, partly because the phloem-albuminous cells collapse in a typical way 
and partly because the phloem-parenchyma cells increase considerably in 
size when large crystals originate within these cells. On the other hand there is 
hardly any collapse of the sieve cells, while the other parenchyma cells do not 
enlarge much (fig. 46). 
So in the older phloem the different tangential bands of phloem-parenchyma 
cells have no direct contact with each other but only via the phloem rays. 
6.2.2. Podocarpus nerifolius D. DON 
Podocarpus nerifolius belongs to the Podocarpaceae, systematically between 
the Ginkgoaceae and the Taxaceae. As far as the anatomy of its secondary 
phloem is concerned, it is also intermediate between the Ginkgoaceae and the 
Taxaceae. Some species of this family resemble Ginkgo biloba with a secondary 
phloem consisting of bands of parenchyma cells and of sieve cells; others have 
layers of phloem fibres as well, whereas species with a more or less orderly 
sequence (and thus resembling Taxus baccata), also occur. 
Podocarpus nerifolius has tangential layers of phloem fibres. Besides several 
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bands of sieve cells and parenchyma cells alternate without a single layer of 
phloem fibres between them. Also Dacrydium belongs to this family. Dacrydium 
fonkii has an axial system, consisting of sieve cells and parenchyma cells as in 
Ginkgo biloba. Dacrydium elatum has phloem fibres scattered in the bands of 
parenchyma cells, while the Podocarpus species show the beginning of an orderly 
sequence (LIESE and MATTE, 1962). 
This rhythm is very irregular in Podocarpus nerifolius and in Podocarpus 
blumei as either the layers of phloem fibres are lacking occasionally, or are 
interrupted by parenchyma cells, whereas the secondary phloem of Podocarpus 
rumphii shows an orderly sequence similar to that of Taxus baccata. 
Bark: not very well developed. 
Growth layers: absent or indistinct. 
Mechanical tissue : composed of tangential layers of fibres. These layers 
may be absent, or they may be interrupted by parenchyma cells. 
Sieve cells : they are not the predominant cells of the bast and they occur in 
tangential layers or bands. There is pit-contact with the phloem-albuminous 
cells and with the ray-parenchyma cells. Pit-contact with the phloem-paren-
chyma cells is scarce. 
Albuminous cells: they occur in long longitudinal strands, between the 
phloem-parenchyma cells. They have mainly pit-contact with the sieve cells, but 
also with the phloem-parenchyma cells and very little contact with the ray-
parenchyma cells. They collapse simultaneously with the sieve cells, or just 
after the sieve cells have become nonfunctional. 
Phloem-parenchyma cells: they occur in tangential layers or bands. 
Pit-contact with the phloem ray-parenchyma cells, but also with the phloem-
albuminous cells, although the number of pits is smaller here, compared with 
Ginkgo biloba. 
Phloem rays : both the phloem rays and the wood rays are homogeneous. 
The parenchyma cells of the phloem ray are more or less erect or 'square' as in 
Ginkgo biloba. 
6.2.3. Taxus baccata L. {fig. 48 and49). 
Taxus baccata is an intermediate between Ginkgo biloba and Chamaecyparis 
pisifera. Though a distinct orderly sequence is present as in Chamaecyparis 
pisifera, many deviations are to be seen, in particular near the growth ring 
boundary. Here, two or even three layers of parenchyma cells, instead of one, 
are surrounded by the sieve cells. So, regarding the amount of parenchyma, the 
secondary phloem of Taxus baccata resembles that of Ginkgo biloba, and regard-
ing the tangential layering and the orderly sequence, it resembles the secondary 
phloem of Chamaecyparis pisifera. 
Bark: well developed. 
Outside the periderm: the sieve cells and the albuminous cells have 
collapsed, whereas the parenchyma cells have enlarged before they were cut off 
by the periderm. 
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Growth layers : indistinct. More fibres occur near the growth ring bound-
ary than elsewhere in the growth ring. 
Mechanical t issue: phloem fibres lie not irregularly scattered as in 
Ginkgo biloba, but only within the one cell wide layers of crystal cells. The 
number of the phloem fibres is small. The pits of the crystal cells and phloem 
fibres are restricted to the rd. walls. 
Sieve cells: the sieve cells are arranged in one cell wide tangential layers. 
They have pit-contact with one another, with the ray-parenchyma cells and with 
the phloem-albuminous cells as well. Transport of assimilates through pits via 
the albuminous cells, seems also possible in a radial direction between the layers 
of sieve cells and the layers of parenchyma cells, in contrast to the situation in 
Chamaecyparis pisifera, where the only possible contact of a parenchyma cell 
with the layer of sieve cells is via the phloem rays. 
Albuminous cells: they occur in the layers of the parenchyma cells, mostly 
in longitudinal strands. There is pit-contact to the phloem-parenchyma cells and 
to the sieve cells. The sieve cells and the albuminous cells collapse almost 
simultaneously. 
Phloem-parenchyma cells: one or two tangential layers of parenchyma 
cells are surrounded by sieve cells. There is pit-contact to other parenchyma 
cells and to the ray-parenchyma cells and the albuminous cells. Instead of 
layers of phloem fibres as in Chamaecyparis pisifera, one cell wide layers of 
parenchyma cells occur with an abundance of minuscule crystals, with occasion-
ally one or two phloem fibres. 
Phloem rays : both the phloem rays and the wood rays are homogeneous. 
The ray-parenchyma cells are rather high, especially on both the upper and the 
lower side of the rays, but they are not erect or 'square' like in Ginkgo biloba. 
Outside the cambial zone they become more radially stretched with a pro-
nounced pit-contact with phloem-parenchyma cells in particular. 
6.3. SECONDARY PHLOEM CONSISTING OF A REGULAR 
SEQUENCE OF ALTERNATING CELL TYPES 
(CHAMAECYPARIS PISIFERA TYPE) 
The secondary phloem in this group of species consists of regularly alternating 
tangential layers of cells, in the sequence: parenchyma cells - sieve cells -
phloem fibres - sieve cells - parenchyma cells etc. No wide bands of paren-
chyma cells and sieve cells occur as in the previous type, but always isolated 
layers, one cell in width. Chamaecyparis pisifera is considered to be charac-
teristic of this type. In addition, there are several species, more or less different 
from Chamaecyparis pisifera, presenting intermediate forms between Chamae-
cyparis and Ginkgo biloba. Some examples are: Thuja plicata, Thujopsis dola-
brata, Taxodium distichum, Cryptomeriajaponica. 
A short description of all mentioned species will be given successively. 
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6.3.1. Chamaecyparis pisifera ENDL. var. plumosa OTTO. (fig. 50 to 65 inclusive). 
The number and the size of the pits occurring between two adjacent elements 
of the secondary phloem are essential for the movement of assimilates. The 
interconnection between parenchymatous elements is all too obvious. As the 
phloem-parenchyma cells are arranged in tangential layers, one cell wide, 
(fig. 51, 52, 53 and 54), food transport will be possible within these layers, which 
are also connected to the phloem rays. Within these phloem rays an unhampered 
food transport is possible in a radial direction; therefore, it must be possible 
that water and assimiltates are easily conveyed from the phloem rays to the 
tangential layers of parenchyma cells and vice versa. 
The sieve cells, also arranged in layers one cell wide, allow a food transport 
in a longitudinal and in a tangential direction, towards the phloem rays and 
vice versa (fig. 64). 
The layers of the phloem fibres show a similar structure. There is pit-
contact within the tangential layers, but the layers themselves are not inter-
connected. 
All the assimilates, stored in both the wood rays and the phloem rays, are 
conveyed through the ray-parenchyma cells in a radial direction together with 
the added assimilates from the sieve cells; via the rays they reach the different 
tangential layers of phloem elements, which are isolated from each other. The 
phloem ray consists of radial rows of parenchyma cells. In the xylem the ray-
parenchyma cells have a direct contact with the tracheids by means of wide 
« f <l * Cd P U S ; i n thC p M ° e m b y p i t s w i t h a11 t h e d i f fe rent cell types 
(fig. 55) Every individual ray-parenchyma cell itself is connected to a sieve cell, 
to a phloem-parenchyma cell and to a phloem fibre. Phloem-albuminous cells 
he scattered among the phloem-parenchyma cells within the tangential layers. 
The sieve cells are active for a short time only, after which they become non-
XT711 a l b u m m o u s cells- Probably having a function comparable to 
X , £ C 7 P a T V e l l S iD thC An8 i o sPe r™- also disorganize soon, almost 
coTact nftf!y M * thS,re CdlS- ™ S faCt c o u ld explain the lack of pit-
Z ™ . 1 t ? ? m " a l b u m m ° U S Cells w i t h t h e radially extended ray-paren-
S T c e £ on . P W0UM ^ S U P e r f l u o u s - I n Chamaecyparis pisifera the dead 
c Z t ^ P ^ t m 0 K ° r ^ l n * e ° l d e r p M o e m ' *™& ™* to the same 
a 1 S t in 1 . rl T taXlf°Ua- T h e P a r e n c h v ™ cells stay alive and increase 
a little ,n s ze. They do not receive assimilates from the sieve cells as the latter 
l Z Z 7 a Z ^ I T C dlS ^ Ph loem-P^nchyma cells is present, assimi-
tethenS^f t h r ° U g h P l t s Via t h i s w a v- T 1 * PWoem fibres, meant to 
I 2 ^ ^ ^ " » « ^ i n ™ * *e older phloem, but their 
n ^ Z ^ ~ ^ T n V n d diC ' S° f ° ° d t r a n s P ° r t t 0 t h i s c e» type is not 
c h S l s I d thenll ^ P h l ° e m P i t - C ° n t a c t b e t w e e n * e ray-Paren-
S e r
 a e nucl i ? H T ^ ° n t h e r a d i a l W a l l s> i s h ^ visible (fig. 56). 
p a n h l a cetha^e incaSmaHeXCePt * ** *»*«**»* cells. Because'these 
P encnyma cells have increased in size, their amount of plasma has diminished 
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relatively and the form of the nuclei has changed. They are no longer circular 
as in the early phloem, but more oval or stretched; they even seem to have 
decreased in size. 
Bark: well developed. 
Outside the periderm: the phloem-parenchyma cells collapse completely, 
while in comparison the sieve cells disorganize less and remain almost intact 
(fig. 58 and 59). 
Growth layers: not always very easy to distinguish. At the growth ring 
boundary the tangential layer of fibres is mostly more than one cell wide in 
radial direction. 
Mechanical tissue: well developed, composed of tangentially arranged 
layers of phloem fibres. These fibres are much elongated, radially flattened, 
with pits on the radial walls only. 
Sieve cells : the sieve cells, also arranged in one cell wide tangential layers, 
allow a food transport in a longitudinal and a tangential direction. There is 
pit-contact with other sieve cells, with the ray-parenchyma cells and with the 
phloem-albuminous cells; not with the phloem-parenchyma cells. 
Albuminous cells: phloem-albuminous cells lie scattered in the paren-
chyma cell layers. They have mainly pit-contact with the sieve cells, both on the 
tangential outer wall and on the tangential inner wall. They hardly have any 
pit-contact with the phloem-parenchyma cells. The albuminous cells and the 
sieve cells collapse simultaneously. 
Phloem-parenchyma cells: the phloem-parenchyma cells are also 
arranged in tangential layers, one cell wide. There is pit-contact with other 
phloem-parenchyma cells and with the ray-parenchyma cells, but not with the 
sieve cells and hardly any contact with the phloem-albuminous cells. In the older 
phloem only the tangential layers of phloem-parenchyma cells and the ray-
parenchyma cells remain alive. The annual increment hardly changes in 
width, because the sieve cells are hardly crushed and the parenchyma cells 
hardly increase in size. 
Phloem rays : the phloem rays and the wood rays are both homogeneous, 
consisting of radially stretched parenchyma cells. These cells have pit-contact 
with one another and with all the other cell types of the bast. In the rays there 
are intercellular spaces running in a radial direction from the wood ray through 
the ray initials, to the phloem ray. The pits in the traverse walls, wh.ch are wider 
in the wood ray than in the phloem ray, debouch into these spaces joining the 
pores of the adjacent cells; blind pits hardly occur. 
6.3.2. Thuja plicate LAMB. (fig. 66,67 and 68) 
Thuja plicata belongs to the Cupressaceae. The secondary phloem resembles 
S e « l L t a Iradial direction. Tie mtercellular ca„als are also more pro-
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nounced, in particular in the older phloem (fig. 67, 68). In some places large 
intercellular spaces are to be seen, thus isolating the different radial rows of 
ray-parenchyma cells from each other. 
6.3.3. Thujopsis dolabrata SIEB. et Zucc. 
Thujopsis dolabrata belongs to the Cupressaceae. The anatomical structure of 
the secondary phloem is almost similar to that of Thuja plicata. The phloem 
fibres are not so thick-walled and they rather resemble those of Chamaecyparis 
pisifera. 
6.3.4. Taxodium distichum A. RICH. {fig. 69, 70 and 71) 
Bark: well developed. 
Outside the periderm: the sieve cells collapse completely, while the 
parenchyma cells usually have enlarged somewhat. 
Mechanical tissue: well developed, composed of tangential layers of 
fibres. Although a pronounced orderly sequence still exists, occasionally, 
instead of phloem fibres, layers of phloem-parenchyma cells occur, containing 
only one or two phloem fibres. The layers of phloem fibres consist of fibres 
which vary widely in thickness (fig. 69). In some layers they may be large, very 
thick-walled and radially extended, whereas also layers occur with rather thin-
walled fibres, tangentially extended. Both types of fibres and the parenchyma 
cells possess pits on the radial walls mainly. 
Sieve sells: arranged in tangential layers, one cell wide. They have pit-
contact to each other and to the ray-parenchyma cells by means of groups of 
small pits on the radial walls (fig. 70). They have no pit-contact with the 
adjacent layer of phloem fibres, whereas some contact with the phloem-paren-
chyma cells is possible via the albuminous cells. The sieve cells hardly disor-
ganize in the older phloem (fig. 71). 
Albuminous cells: they lie scattered between the phloem-parenchyma 
cells. The layer of sieve cells and the layer of parenchyma cells are connected 
via the albuminous cells, though less than in Ginkgo biloba and in Taxus 
baccata. 
Phloem-parenchyma cells: the phloem-parenchyma cells have pit-
contact with each other, with the ray-parenchyma cells, some contact with the 
albuminous cells and no pit-contact at all with the sieve cells. 
Occasionally, a layer of phloem fibres is replaced by a layer of parenchyma 
cells. In that case tangential layers of parenchyma cells alternate with layers of 
sieve cells, which resembles the bast of Ginkgo biloba. 
Phloem rays: the ray consists of radially extended cells, with a distinct pit-
contact with both the phloem-parenchyma cells, the phloem fibres and the 
sieve cells. The phloem ray and the wood ray are both homogeneous. Inter-
cellular spaces, extended in radial direction, occur in the phloem rays, in the 
ray initials and in the wood rays as well; in the older phloem they may enlarge 
to such an extent, that the radial rows of phloem-parenchyma cells are almost 
detached from one another. 
4
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6.3.5. Cryptomeriajaponica D. DON 
The structure of the secondary phloem of Cryptomeria japonica is almost 
similar to that of Taxodium distichum. There is a distinct tangential layering, 
but the different cell types do not alternate so regularly any longer. Thus no 
pronounced orderly sequence is present. The phloem fibres often are very thin-
walled, or entirely missing. In this case sieve cells alternate with parenchyma 
cells, or several sieve cell layers are linked together. Yet layers of phloem fibres 
also occur, consisting of almost square phloem fibres. In addition sclereids 
occur in the older phloem as stone cells. This structure of the secondary phloem: 
several layers of sieve cells alternated by layers of parenchyma cells with stone 
cells in places, resembles the phloem of Ginkgo biloba. But regarding the trans-
port system of assimilates through pits, the secondary phloem of Cryptomeria 
japonica resembles Taxodium distichum and the Cupressaceae. 
The following table gives a summary of the pit-contact between the different 
elements and the characteristics of the secondary phloem of the described 
species. 
Wood ray 1 homogeneous 
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Phloem ray 1 homogeneous 
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8 
3 
,RAC - - - - - - - + + + + + + + 
Sieve cells (SC); PhRPC + + + + + + + - + + - + - -
pit-contact with J PhAC + + + + + + + — — — — — — -
PhF + + ± - - - - - - - - - - -
SCL _ _ _ ? _ _ _ + _ ? ? ? + _ 
IPC _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Tangential I 1 cell wide + + + + + + ± — — — — — — -
layers j more c. wide — — — ± — — ± + + + + + + + 
of sieve cells * 
Sieve areas I large + + — — ± — + + + ± + + + ± 
I small _ _ 4 - - | - - ( ; - | - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ± 
Ray-albuminous cell (RAC); 
pit-contact with t PhRPC — — — — — — — + + + + + + + 
PhAC - - - _ - _ _ _ _ ? _ _ _ _ 
SC - - _ _ _ _ _
 + + + + + + + 
PhF - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
SCL — _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ + 7 7 _ _ 
I PC - - _ - _ _ _ +
 ? + + + + + 
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Legends (see also page 72) 
+ = present 
- = absent 
? = doubtful! 
c = crystalliferot is cell 
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+ + + + + + +,+ + + + + + + 
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7. THE PHYLOGENETIC STAGES OF THE BAST TYPES 
7.1. COMPARISON OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE DIFFERENT 
SECONDARY PHLOEM TYPES 
Information on pit-contact between the different cell types is given in the 
table of chapter 6. 
Comparing the secondary phloem of the Gymnosperms with that of the Angio-
sperms, the relatively simple structure of the former is striking. The cells are 
deposited by the cambium in radial rows and usually in tangential layers as well. 
This tangential layering remains visible for a long time. In many species tangen-
tial layers of different cell types alternate regularly. 
The vertical system of the secondary phloem is always composed of sieve cells 
and parenchyma cells; in addition phloem fibres, sclereids, crystalcell strands 
and resin ducts may occur. The horizontal system consists of uniseriate phloem 
rays which are either homogeneous or heterogeneous. If the phloem rays enclose 
resin ducts, they are multiseriate. 
As a rule, the arrangement of the elements deposited by the cambium, as 
described above, is hardly interrupted by the enlargement of cells, the forming 
of stone cell nests, or irregularly shaped phloem fibres etc. The Taxaceae, 
Cupressaceae and Taxodiaceae in particular, possess a secondary phloem with 
an orderly sequence. Companion cells are always lacking in the Gymnosperms, 
instead albuminous cells occur. Albuminous cells occur either on both sides, or 
on one side of the phloem rays {Pseudotsuga taxifolia type and Tsuga canadensis 
subtype), in long longitudinal strands among the parenchyma cells {Ginkgo 
biloba type), scattered among the parenchyma cells (Chamaecyparis pisifera 
type), or as a combination of ray-albuminous cells and phloem-albuminous cells 
(some species belonging to the Pseudotsuga taxifolia type). 
The phloem-parenchyma cells mainly occur in longitudinal strands which are 
arranged in the following ways: 
a. In the Taxaceae, Cupressaceae and Taxodiaceae in one cell wide tangential 
layers, separated by tangential layers of sieve cells {Chamaecyparis pisijera 
type); the cells within each layer are interconnected and they have pit-con-
tact with the phloem rays as well. 
b. Phloem parenchyma may also be arranged in a different way, as in the 
Pinaceae {Pseudotsuga taxifolia type). 
The axial system consists of sieve cells and every year one or two, more or 
less continuous, tangential layers of parenchyma cells are formed between the 
sieve cells. In cross sections is to be seen that these tangential layers are not 
composed of parenchyma cells only; they are interrupted by sieve cells, or they 
suddenly shift into a radial direction. Often all these parenchyma cells are inter-
connected; thus forming not only an intertwined tangential struc ure, but a 
parenchyma cell net, because all the different, more or less tangential zones, are 
also connected to each other. Pit-contact between sieve cells and ray-paren-
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chyma cells is lacking in species belonging to the Pseudotsuga taxifolia type, but 
it is present in species belonging to the Tsuga canadensis subtype. 
Although many tg. sieve cell layers lie against each other, contact with the 
ray-parenchyma cells is much more complicated (Pseudotsuga taxifolia type), 
than in the phloem of the Chamaecyparispisifera type, because the only possible 
way of contact is via the ray-albuminous cells. It is a remarkable fact that the 
parenchyma cell net, though permeated by sieve cells, is not directly connected 
to the latter, but only via the phloem rays. 
In a later stage, farther from the cambium, the sieve cells become non-func-
tional and some phloem-parenchyma cells sclerify, hampering the transport of 
assimilates in places. The remaining living elements in the secondary phloem are 
by then, both ray-parenchyma cells and phloem-parenchyma cells. 
7.2. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DIFFERENT PHYLOGENETIC STAGES 
A survey of the descriptions of the secondary phloem in different woodspecies 
of the Gymnosperms, as given in the preceding pages, shows that apparently 
some features are characteristic in classifying them, according to their evolu-
tionary stage. 
These characteristics are: 
a. the arrangement and the distribution of the cell types; 
b. the structure of the phloem rays; 
c. the type of the albuminous cells and the way in which they are arranged; 
d. the presence or the absence of phloem fibres, crystalcell strands, crystal cells, 
sclereids, fibres and stone cells; 
e. the distribution of the parenchyma cells; 
f. pit-contact between components of the axial system and the phloem rays; 
g. the changes in the older phloem; 
h. the changes of the bast outside the periderm. 
7.3. THE DIFFERENT PHYLOGENETIC STAGES 
By means of the above mentioned characteristics, 4 different categories can be 
distinguished which may be classed in 3 stages of evolution: 
I. Pseudotsuga taxifolia type; 
la. Tsuga canadensis subtype; 
II. Ginkgo biloba type; 
III. Chamaecyparis pisifera type. 
The following 3 species form a gradual transition from the Chamaecyparis 
pisifera type to the Ginkgo biloba type. 
Thuja plicata still has an orderly sequence, but in Taxodium distichum some 
irregularities occur: e.g., mostly a parenchyma-cell layer is followed by another 
parenchyma-cell layer. In Cryptomeria japonica these irregularities are more 
pronounced; phloem fibres may be lacking, layers of sieve cells may alternate 
with layers of parenchyma cells, or several tangential layers of parenchyma 
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cells may lie against each other. Anyhow, the orderly sequence becomes less 
pronounced and the function of the phloem fibres becomes less significant. 
Though there still is an independent food transport through pits within the 
different cell-type layers, these tangential layers become wider. 
. Considering the sequence: Pinus syhestris, Pseudotsuga taxifolia, Picea spec, 
Tsuga canadensis, Ginkgo biloba, Taxus baccata, Chamaecyparis pisifera, the 
following features are noticeable: 
a. the structure of the axial system gradually changes from a system mainly 
composed of sieve cells with scarce, almost scattered, parenchyma cells 
forming a parenchyma cell net, to a system with a very regular tangential 
layering and an arrangement of the different cell types, with a pronounced 
orderly sequence, containing much parenchyma. 
So the number of parenchyma cells increases, while the amount of sieve cells 
decreases. 
b. First, ray-albuminous cells occur on both sides of the heterogeneous phloem 
rays {Pseudotsuga taxifolia); then either on the lower side or on the upper 
side of the semi-heterogeneous phloem rays {Tsuga canadensis). These ray-
albuminous cells always have pit-contact with both the parenchyma cells and 
the sieve cells. When ray-albuminous cells occur on the phloem side, either 
wood-ray tracheids occur on the xylem side {Pseudotsuga taxifolia), or ordinary 
wood-ray parenchyma cells {Abies concolor). 
Eventually the ray-albuminous cells gradually disappear and instead the 
phloem-albuminous cells appear. First in long longitudinal strands, occuring 
in the 1-3 cell wide tg. parenchyma-cell layers, in this way interfering with the 
tangential transport of assimilates within a single band of parenchyma cells, 
only if the bands are one cell wide. Besides, both cell types have pit-contact 
with each other, so a direct movement of assimilates through pits is possible 
between sieve cells and phloem-parenchyma cells via the phloem-albuminous 
cells {Ginkgo biloba). At last, scattered phloem-albuminous cells occur singly 
within one cell wide tangential layers of parenchyma cells, distinctly isolated. 
Though they do interfere with the transport system in places, they do not cut 
off a whole layer of parenchyma cells in a tangential direction, because they do 
not form long longitudinal strands {Chamaecyparis pisifera). 
c. Only sclereids occur in e.g. Pseudotsuga taxifolia, Abies concolor, and Picea, 
followed by both sclereids and phloem fibres {Cryptomeria japonica), scat-
tered phloem fibres between the phloem-parenchyma cell bands {Ginkgo biloba), 
tangential layers of very thick-walled fibres alternating with relatively thin-
walled fibres {Taxodium distichum) and eventually phloem fibres of the same 
thickness occuring in regular one cell wide tangential layers {Chamaecyparis 
pisifera). 
Usually, sclereids and phloem fibres do not occur together in the same species. 
Crystalcell strands are present in the Pseudotsuga taxifolia type; crystals are 
present in special, much enlarged cells in the Ginkgo biloba type, while crystal 
cells are lacking in the Chamaecyparis type, but then sometimes crystals are 
present in some radial walls. 
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d. Outside the periderm the Pseugotsuga taxifolia type shows a collapse of the 
sieve cells, changing via the Ginkgo biloba type, with hardly any collapse of 
the phloem elements, towards a collapse of the phloem-parenchyma cells in the 
Chamaecyparis pisifera type. 
It appears that certain characteristics always occur in the same combinations. 
When the phloem rays are heterogeneous, ray-albuminous cells occur, but also 
some phloem-albuminous cells may be present; in this case the wood rays are 
also heterogeneous, with some homogeneous exceptions. Crystalcell strands 
are always present and sclereids occur instead of phloem fibres. The axial 
system is composed of sieve cells with little scattered parenchyma, arranged in 
discontinuous tangential layers; a parenchyma cell net is often formed. Outside 
the periderm the sieve cells collapse instead of the parenchyma cells. 
When both the phloem rays and the wood rays are homogeneous, exclusively 
phloem-albuminous cells are present. The secondary phloem is distinctly 
layered; it has mostly an orderly sequence. The bands of sieve cells are narrow 
in radial extent; the different tangential layers of parenchyma cells have no 
contact with each other; there are many phloem fibres. Outside the periderm the 
parenchyma cells collapse. 
Summarizing we may state that the different types of secondary phloem be-
longing to the 9 families of the Gymnosperms, are to be classified into three 
different categories; one of these categories has one subtype. These three cate-
gories or types may be considered as three subsequent stages of evolution. 
This sequence is: Pseudotsuga taxifolia, Tsuga canadensis, Ginkgo biloba and 
Chamaecyparis pisifera. 
a. Considering first of all, the secondary phloem itself, leaving the phloem rays 
out of consideration, the axial system appears to change gradually in the above 
mentioned sequence. In Pseudotsuga taxifolia a homogeneous, relatively primi-
tive axial system is present, consisting almost exclusively of sieve cells, with 
scattered parenchyma cells among them and hardly any phloem-albuminous 
cells. Thus hardly any differentiation of functions. When the sieve cells, after a 
functional period of one, or sometimes two years, die and eventually collapse, 
the few scattered phloem-parenchyma cells remain alive with sclereids to 
strengthen the structure. 
Considering the sequence via Tsuga canadensis and Ginkgo biloba up to 
Chamaecyparis pisifera, it appears that the number of parenchyma cells in-
creases gradually, the ray-albuminous cells disappear and instead phloem-
albuminous cells occur. The latter form continuous longitudinal strands in the 
secondary phloem of the Ginkgo biloba type; in the Chamaecyparis pisifera type 
they lie scattered, occasionally in groups of one to three cells but usually single 
This last form of the phloem-albuminous cells, singly between other cell types, 
shows some resemblance with the situation of the companion cells in the Angio-
sperms. That is, these short parenchymatous cells, with much protoplasm, a 
distinct nucleus, with pit contact to one or two sieve cells and a simultaneous 
collapse with these sieve cells, are comparable with the short companion cells of 
the Angiosperms, originated from cambium initials from which a small lenti-
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cular part is separated along the side, while the rest differentiates into a sieve-
tube member and which are considered as the most primitive Angiosperm com-
panion cells (HUBER and GRAF, 1955; ZIEGLER, 1955C). In Chamaecyparis 
pisifera the entire complex of the secondary phloem has a permanent food 
conducting function in a longitudinal and in a tangential direction, because it is 
composed of alternating one-cell wide cell layers which are to be considered as 
independent food-conducting canals. 
When the sieve cells and the albuminous cells collapse simultaneously, only 
the phloem-parenchyma cells and the ray-parenchyma cells remain active. 
Within these tangential layers of parenchyma cells, the albuminous cells form a 
barrier but they hardly interfere with food transport because they he scattered. 
But they do hamper food transport, in a tangential direction in particular, 
when the phloem-albuminous cells form long longitudinal strands, like in the 
Ginkgo biloba type, and the tangential bands of parenchyma cells are not more 
then 1 cell wide. So it seems preferable that the bands are wider than one cell, 
which they usually are. . 
Apart from the parenchyma cells, after the collapse of the sieve cells the only 
food-conducting cells, specialized phloem fibres, remain active which has an 
extra advantage, because now parenchyma cells have not to differentiate into 
sclereids to strengthen the tissue. Thus we notice a differentiation of functions; 
in Chamaecyparis pisifera this is not due to an orderly sequence, but to the fact 
that the different cells are specialized, adopting different functions. 
In the Angiosperms a similar differentiation is to be seen. Besides the phloem-
albuminous cells in Chamaecyparis pisifera show a greater resemblance to he 
companion cells in the Angiosperms, than the ray-album mous eel Is ,of the 
Pseudotsuga taxifolia type do. This is caused by the facts that the phloem-
albuminous cells, in contrast with the ray-albuminous cells, hardly have any 
pit-contact with the ray-parenchyma cells; they do not lie scattered amidthe 
parenchyma cells and they are more intimately associated to the ^ ^ a n 
the ray-albuminous cells are. Besides they are probably not f u n c t W g » 
canals, transporting assimilates from sieve cells to ray-parenchyma cells, like 
some ray-albuminous cells do. :+«»»«<! uv««lv 
Although the Angiosperms do not possess an orderly sequeno i t seems 1 rke y 
that they have attained this differentiation via an ^ ^ ^ " ° g j 
after a highly specialized differentiation, a pronounced tg. arrangement of the 
different kinds of cells is nog necessary any l°nger- . , 
b. In the classification, as described above, the Phloem rays £ ™ * ^ ° J 
of consideration. Classifying the wood s p e » £ b ^ m e a n - ^ — £ 
t h e x y l e m , t h e w o o d r a y s a r e ^ 
cells; its mam funct. °ns are transport o
 r e n c h y m a and the wood 
body The living ^ ^ " ^ ^ Z L m the axial system. The 
rays have a different function, almost mo p ^ ^
 t h o u g h 
phloem shows two living systems ^ ™ £ *
 b e t w e e n t h e s e two systems, 
in different directions. There is a close relationsmpD 
but it may be possible that the evolutionary stages of the axial system 
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phloem and of the ray system differ widely. Considering the phloem rays se-
parately, we notice a phylogenetical reduction parallel with the evolutionary 
stages of the axial system (fig. 72 and 73). In the Chamaecyparis pisifera type, 
the phloem ray consists of procumbent parenchyma cells; in the Ginkgo biloba 
type it still consists of procumbent parenchyma cells, but with square or erect 
cells on the margins, cells with probably the same function as the procumbent rd. 
stretched cells, but with a larger contact area with the longitudinally stretched 
cells of the axial system. In the subtype Tsuga canadensis, the procumbent paren-
chyma cells are only partly associated with erect albuminous cells, but in the 
Pseudotsuga taxifolia type, all the phloem rays are heterogeneous. Apart from 
the apparently close physiological association to the sieve cells (simultaneous 
collapse), the ray-albuminous cells probably play a part in the transport of 
assimilates, namely as a link between the vertical and the horizontal system. In 
the subtype Tsuga canadensis the procumbent parenchyma cells have a similar 
function, but in the Pseudotsuga taxifolia type only the ray-albuminous cells 
have this linking function to the sieve cells. Thus food transport from the phloem 
rays to the sieve cells and vice versa, is only possible then via the ray-albumi-
nous cells, whereas the radial transport is only possible via the procumbent 
parenchyma cells in the phloem rays. 
These highly specialized phloem rays are present in a primitive, relatively 
unspecialized axial system, like in the Pseudotsuga taxifolia type, with almost 
exclusively sieve cells and hardly any specialized phloem-parenchyma cells, 
comparable to the albuminous cells in the rays. So the axial system and the 
phloem rays show opposite tendencies in evolution stages: the less reduced the 
phloem rays, the less developed the axial system of the secondary phloem; the 
more homogeneous the axial system, the more heterogeneous the phloem rays, 
(Pseudotsuga taxifolia type) and on the other hand: the more homogeneous the 
phloem rays, the more heterogeneous the axial system of the secondary phloem 
(Chamaecyparispisifera type). 
The parallelism of a differentiation of the axial system of the secondary 
phloem and a simplification of the structure of the phloem rays, implies the 
close relationship of both systems; in any case a much closer one than existing 
between the axial system of the xylem and the wood rays. The three phyloge-
netic stages of the phloem rays and of the axial system may be characterized and 
classified as follows: 
I. Pseudotsuga taxifolia type. 
The phloem rays are heterogeneous like the wood rays. Resin ducts are 
present. This type possesses the most complicated, least reduced phloem rays, in 
contrast with a simple, homogeneous axial system, composed of mainly sieve 
cells. The families, belonging to this group, are monoecious (Pinaceae), living in 
the northern hemisphere. 
II. Ginkgo biloba type. 
The phloem rays consist of procumbent parenchyma cells, with square, more 
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or less erect, parenchyma cells on the margins; the phloem rays are homogeneous 
and so are the wood rays. The axial system of the secondary phloem shows a 
simple orderly sequence; tangential rather wide bands of sieve cells alternate 
with bands of phloem-parenchyma cells. Long strands of phloem-albuminous 
cells are present. 
The families, belonging to this phylogenetic stage, are dioecious (Ginkgoaceae, 
Araucariaceae and some species belonging to the Podocarpaceae and to the 
Taxaceae), living in the southern hemisphere. 
III. Chamaecyparispisifera type. 
All the ray-parenchyma cells are procumbent; the phloem ray is much re-
duced; both the phloem ray and the wood ray are homogeneous. The axial 
system is highly differentiated; it has an orderly sequence with only scattered 
phloem-albuminous cells. In some respects the secondary phloem of this type 
resembles that of the Angiosperms. The arrangement of the leaves is helical or 
opposite. The genera, belonging to this group, are monoecious, living in East 
Asia and in North America (Cupressaceae, Taxodiaceae and some species 
belonging to the Taxaceae and Podocarpaceae, HOUTZAGERS, 1954). 
So in reference to the phylogenetic stage of the axial system and the reduction 
of the phloem rays, the sequence starts with stage I with an almost homogeneous 
axial system and ray-albuminous cells, differentiating via stage II to stage III, 
with a highly specialized axial system and with phloem-albuminous cells 
{Chamaecyparis pisifera type), comparable with the companion cells of the 
Angiosperms. 
Jeffrey (1905) demonstrated that probably the course of the evolution of the 
Coniferales had gradually led to the complete loss of the resin canals. The 
ancestral forms are provided with anastomosing resin canals, e.g. Pinus (be-
longing to the Pseudotsuga taxifolia type), whereas they are lacking in the more 
recent species, e.g. Abies, Ginkgo and Chamaecyparis {Ginkgo biloba type and 
Chamaecyparis pisifera type). The wood rays of e.g. Pinus, Picea and Pseu-
dotsuga {Pseudotsuga taxifolia type) possess marginal ray-tracheids, generally 
interpreted as favouring the radial movement of water in the xylem; they are 
probably necessary because the bordered pits of the wood-tracheids occur 
mainly on the radial walls. STRASBURGER (1891) and JEFFREY (1905) emphasized 
that the Coniferales constitute a group which has undergone reduction in the 
course of time, consequently complex structural features are more apt to be 
characteristic of the ancestral forms than of the more recent forms. They 
consider ray tracheids as primitive. As ray-albuminous cells often occur in 
combination with ray tracheids, the ray-albuminous cells of the phloem rays are 
also primitive in their opinion. GREGUSS (1953) and PENHALLOW (1903) on the 
other hand assume that the presence of these ray tracheids marks a high stage of 
evolution. 
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8. DISCUSSION 
8.1. AXIAL SYSTEM 
Considering the evolutionary sequence of the axial system in the secondary 
phloem of Gymnosperms and afterwards of that of Angiosperms, it appears 
that in the first stage the secondary phloem of Gymnosperms lacks a tangen-
tial layering of the different cell types, though occasionally more or less distinct 
tangential rows of parenchyma cells are present. Though several investigators 
have described the regular tangential layers of parenchyma cells in the secondary 
phloem of the Pinaceae (HUBER and LIESE, 1963), this phenomenon is not pre-
sent in all the Pinaceae. According to STRASBURGER (1891) and GRILLOS and 
SMITH (1959), the regular tangential layers of parenchyma cells might be lacking 
in young stems, but this does not agree with the slides, taken from full grown 
trees, which are examined by us; because also here regular tangential layers are 
lacking and only very irregular layers of parenchyma cells occur (Pseudotsuga 
taxifoha type). 
In the Ginkgo biloba type, irregular, rather wide bands of parenchyma cells, 
alternate with bands of sieve cells. In the Chamaecyparis pisifera type a very 
regular and strict orderly sequence is to be seen. Within a growth layer, the size 
of the phloem fibres decreases in radial extent during the growing season. 
Besides, HUBER (1949) has demonstrated that within the first orderly sequence 
of a growth layer the first layer of sieve cells tends to widen from 1, to 2 or 3 
of henp ; I ^ l ^ t h C d ° S e d a r e a 0 f s i e v e c e l l s ™ the early phloem 
tl k ' d e V , e l ° P e d f r ° m t W s i n c r e a s e o f t h e fi"t sieve-cell layer of 
^ZZTlSrfm T- LadX deddm has an earfy PWoem of exdu-
TllZ^Xa p h i °T o f a l t e r n a t i n g bands 0f sieve cells "* b*nds 
l r D a r S v m f \ tdm l0°SeS itS ne6dleS in the autumn^ so then dZnot S t fTthf T r e S S a f y t0 S t° r e aSSimilates- Because « * necessity 
only on or some T *T*m> * * m a y b e t h e r e a s o n f o r ^ fonnation of 
^SZ^Z^**™^cells *»• ^  *» — . 
st^sLn^Z:^ ™TeT! PimCeae W i t h a l a t e P h l o e m lowing a 
t h o ^ ^ S S J 1 n & 8 t , 8 !Uf ^ t hC Ch^cyparis pisifera type 
^ ^ S ^ ^ ^ t ^ L T ^ o f t h e g r o w t h l a y e r ' w h e n 
Thus an evolution towards L r ? . ' , ^ S'eVe CelIs m^ b e f o r m e d -
1 - t i . m a ^ S S i S ^ t ^ t ^ ^ t 3 T e a n d c o n s e ^ l y an evo-
Chamalyparl pSe« t J ^ o S S P 7 ^ * " ^ ^ ^ " 0 t f r ° m 
but the other ™iZdto£^/j^t3V ^ ° & t y p e ( H u B E R ' 1949>' 
Chanraecyparisp^Zll ^ ' " ^ ™ GWcg0 W°ba ^ ^ 
^Some primitive Angiosperms show this tangential layering of Chamaecyparis 
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pisifera as well, like Austrobaileya (Magnoliaceae), where tangential layers of 
sieve cells regularly alternate with layers of parenchyma cells (BAILEY and 
SWAMY, 1949). HOLDHEIDE (1951) has demonstrated that also in Berberis, Ribes, 
Pyrus and Euonymus, similar regular bands of parenchyma cells occur, adjacent 
to bands of sieve tubes. 
We may consider all these species, and also Austrobaileya to belong to a type 
of Angiosperms with a simplified orderly sequence. In all the other Angiosperms 
however, this orderly sequence does not longer exist. 
8.2. ALBUMINOUS CELLS AND COMPANION CELLS 
Parallel to the change in the general structure of the axial system of the 
secondary phloem, there is also a gradual modification to be noted from 
albuminous cell to companion cell and in addition a gradual change of the 
sieve elements. 
Considering the evolution from albuminous cell to companion cell first of all, 
the following features have been noted: 
Companion cells are probably present in all the Angiosperms. HOLDHEIDE 
(1951) believes thatPyms communis e.g. has no companion cells, but HUBER and 
GRAF (1955) and EVERT (1960) have demonstrated that each sieve-tube member 
does possess a small companoin cell and that this does not apply to Pyrus 
communis only, but probably to all Angiosperms. 
There still appear to be some Angiosperms in which companion cells are 
definitely absent like in Austrobaileya (BAILEY and SWAMY, 1949); these species 
do not possess genuine sieve tubes, but sieve cells, consequently without sieve 
plates. 
The companion cells occur in different forms: . . . „ 
1. short companion cells originate from cambium initials, from which a small 
lenticular part is separated from the side part of the cell, or from the end; tins 
part differentiates into a companion cell, while the remaining part of the same 
initial differentiates into a sieve-tube member, like in Liriodendron. 
2. originated from a sieve-tube member mother cell, separated from the prospec-
tive sieve-tube member by a longitudinal wall. In this case they are of approx-
imately the same length as the sieve-tube members themselves. 
3. this long, undivided companion cell precursor, may be subdivided into 
several smaller companion cells by the formation of two to four transverse 
walls; in this way a strand of companion cells is formed. 
4. apart from the above mentioned transverse walls also ^ ^ ^ ^ 
be formed within this long companion cell: in this way plates of companion 
f ^ r f l t m p a n i o n cells, associated with one sieve-tube member, but s* 
p a r a t e d f r o m e a c h o ^
 t h e a l b u m . 
Apart from the companion cells, restnctea to uic ^ & v ' 
inous cells occur in all the soft wood species, and accord ng to HOLDHEIDE 
(1951), also in most hard wood species, probably even in all of them. These 
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albuminous cells form, together with ordinary parenchyma cells, strands of 
cells. Physiologically they resemble the companion cells, in contrast with the 
ordinary sister-parenchyma cells. The difference between two sister-cells within 
one special strand of parenchyma cells may not be too significant (HOLDHEIDE, 
1951; HUBER and GRAF, 1955). As stated above, some Angiosperms also appear 
to possess specialized parenchyma cells (albuminous cells), which show a more 
intimate association with the sieve-tube members than the ordinary parenchyma 
cells. In the more primitive Angiosperms, relatively few companion cells and 
many albuminous cells occur. The latter preferably join as many sieve cells or 
sieve-tube members as possible and besides do not disturb food conduction 
within the layers of parenchyma cells. This ideal situation exists if tangential 
layers of sieve cells regularly alternate with tangential layers of parenchyma 
cells. In the secondary phloem of the Ginkgo biloba type this structure is not jet 
attained; here the albuminous cells occur in long longitudinal strands within 
bands of parenchyma cells. 
Only in the highly specialized Chamaecyparis pisifera type this situation is 
attained, where the parenchyma cells no longer have a strengthening function, 
but layers of phloem fibres fulfil this function, and where, in addition, the 
albuminous cells lie scattered among the parenchyma cells, arranged in one-cell 
wide tangential layers, included by two layers of sieve cells; thus phloem-al-
buminous cells join the sieve cells at both the tangential outer wall and the 
tangential inner wall (Chamaecyparispisifera). 
Eventually, relatively late, a companion cell may be formed out of the sieve-
tube member mother cell by a vertical wall; probably these companion cells 
first alternate with the sieve-tube members, as seen in a radial direction, while 
later the former may also occur at other walls, than only at the tangential walls 
of the sieve-tube members (HUBER and GRAF, 1955). Several features, charac-
teristic of the Angiosperms, are present in Gnetum. The phloem-albuminous cells 
are intimately connected to the sieve cells, to such an extent that according to 
THOMPSON (1919), they have to be called companion cells, though ontogeneti-
cally they are not correlated with the sieve cells, because they have originated 
from different tiers of cambium initials. In addition many of them do not col-
apse simultaneously with the sieve cells. So the term 'companion cells' is not 
appropriate here but albuminous cells' among parenchyma cells; we may sug-
Snu ne 2 * ^ n ^ a l b u m i n o u s c e ^ are a transitional stage between 
genuine albuminous cells and companion cells 
cuJsed Se r Sm e n t S^d e c A r e a s e i n knsth during their evolution, as will be dis-
T t suft tnt ,m ^ n g l 0 S P e r m s > t h e n«mber of the albuminous cells are 
comnamon i , r ^ ^ S h ° r t e n e d SieVe" tube m e m b e ^ now genuine 
ZZriJ^JTeT^dfTOmthe SieVe"tube members themselves Origi-
"ater
 n %£ ^ ^ ^ 1Cularly sePa«ted, short, companion cells and 
them must L VZ ^ 7 / d e d c o m P a n i °n cells and segments of 
S c 7 a o c o n X d T i a S t ™ ^ <HuBER a n d GRAF, 1955) ZIEGLER 
(1955c) also concluded that the companion cells belonging to his type A 
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(much shorter than the sieve-tube member) are the most primitive, whereas his 
type B (the companion cells and the sieve-tube members are of the same 
length) and C (similar to type B, but segmented into smaller companion cells by 
transverse walls) are derivatives. 
ESAU (1947) has also demonstrated the correlation in the cytology of some 
parenchyma cells and companion cells and the sieve-tube members, in Vitis and 
Eucalyptus. Slime bodies are characteristic of young, not yet entirely differen-
tiated sieve tubes of the Dicotyledoneae. In Vitis these slime bodies also occur in 
the companion cells. Although the companion cells have not been investigated 
in all species, it is generally accepted that they possess a dense mass of proto-
plasm; this is not a meristematic feature, as the young companion cells have a 
thinner, less staining protoplasm, than the older ones. Possibly many companion 
cells of the Dicotyledoneae have slime bodies, probably not so much pronounced 
as in Vitis, but more dispersed. Slime bodies are also found in the phloem 
parenchyma of Eucalyptus (ESAU, 1947); possibly these parenchyma cells are 
more specialized, more physiologically associated with the sieve-tube members 
than the ordinary parenchyma cells; they may be even ontogenetically asso-
ciated with these sieve-tube members. Here again these cells may be considered 
as intermediate forms, between phloem-parenchyma cells and albuminous cells, 
and between albuminous cells and companion cells. 
EVERT (1960 1963) has also found distinct, though short, companion cells in 
Pyrus and in addition parenchyma cells, differentiated from the same phloic 
initials as the sieve-tube members. These parenchyma cells, ontogenetically 
associated with the sieve-tube members, could easily be distinguished from the 
companion cells, but hardly from the other parenchyma cells, because though 
these parenchyma cells collapse in the older phloem, most of the ordinary 
parenchyma cells also do. Also ESAU and CHEADLE (1955) have found paren-
chyma cells, ontogenetically associated with the sieve-tube members. 
Though companion cells are lacking in Austrobaileya (BAILEY and SWAMY, 
1949), the above described special parenchyma cells may 1bepresentas demon-
strated in the Calycanthaceae by CHEADLE and ESAU (1958 . Though the latter 
are not companion cells, they neither are albuminous cells because of their 
ontogenetic relationship with the sieve-tube members. The phloem-albuminous 
cells, in the Gymnosperms ontogenetically independent of the sieve^cells may 
evolve into the companion cells of the Angiosperms, via these ° n * ^ « f l y 
associated parenchyma cells. It is quite possible that in the, A ngiosp^rms or-
dinary phloem-albuminous cells may occur together with these pecmonto-
genetically associated parenchymatous cells, besides the normal companion 
cells 
Not only in the phloem but also in the x y l e m , , ^ ^ Z ^ t c o T c Z £ 
be closely associated with the empty vessels which have l o s t ^ t h e n ™ « ^ 
protoplasm (RESCH, 1954); not only during the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
in their mature stage Possibly they are necessary to prevent air embolism in 
n their mature stage rossioiy i * _
 h t e d t h a t t h e s e paren-
the water column of the ^ • J ^ J g Z *
 b u t o t h e r w i s e they cannot be 
chymatous cells show a high phosphatase activity, oiu 
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distinguished from ordinary parenchyma cells regarding their contents of 
starch, their shape, their amount of protoplasm etc. They lie regularly scattered 
in the xylem. According to ZIEGLER, these cells rich in enzymes, may be respons-
ible for the dephosphorization of hexosephosphates formed during the phos-
phorization of starch. So these cells are able to deliver saccharides to the vessels 
(bleeding of Acer spec). 
Summarizing we may notice: 
The erect ray-albuminous cells (Pseudotsuga taxifolia type) disappear; 
instead many long strands of phloem-albuminous cells {Ginkgo biloba type) 
occur. These strands of phloem-albuminous cells decrease in length (Chamae-
cyparis pisifera type); a transitional stage to the Angiosperms is attained like in 
Gnetum and the Austrobaileya type, still possessing sieve cells and albuminous 
cells, followed by the normal Angiosperms with genuine companion cells. First 
the latter are still short, lenticularly separated from the sieve-tube member 
mother cells, while the secondary phloem shows a simplified orderly sequence; 
afterwards long undivided companion cells are formed as long as the sieve-tube 
members themselves and eventually divided-ones. Though albuminous cells 
still occur in the Angiosperms, their number decreases gradually. 
8.3. SIEVE ELEMENTS 
The sieve elements gradually change as well. Specialization of these elements 
can be discussed from a cytologic and from a morphologic point of view. 
8.3.1. Cytologic specialization 
If an evolutionary trend is to be noted in the changes of sieve elements in 
primitive, lower developed, species to those in higher developed species, the 
most primitive sieve elements resemble more or less, specialized parenchyma 
cells, like the most primitive albuminous cells do. During the cytologic specia-
lization from parenchyma cell to sieve element, the parenchyma cell gradually 
ge s a less conspicuous nucleus, it produces less starch; it stains less intensely 
with dyes arid callose is formed. The plasmodesmata increase in size, forming 
ctu^ ^TT5 b C t W e e n t W ° a d j a c e n t c e I l s - I n a d d i t i o n the parenchyma 
IZitv «fPl a f ° ° d ; c o n d u c t i n g f unc t i°n> which is not caused by higher perme-
be n L s ^ e P H ° S P StS> a S i n " f u n c t i o n i n S sieve cell the protoplasm can still 
cXTZtTl-C™RIER;ESAU^dCHEADLE, 1955). Concomitant with this 
sfeve e?ern,nt f n " I * 6 P r o t °P l a s t > t h e Physiological association between 
ate I n Z Z "u P a r e n c h y m a °dk' C ° n t a i n i n S a niufleus, becomes more intim-
wft'h L v 2 , P u TCml P a r e n c h v m a c e»s are associated physiologically 
£ H b tUt t h e a f S ° t c i a t i o n i n c r e ^ s and in the AngLperms it has 
n 0 ^ 1 , 1 a
 e "
S t n ? °n l y ^ ^ t y p C S ' s i e V e " t u b e a m b e r s and ccmpa-
vZ^e7l urhC^y aSS°Ciated ' b u t eVen their Protoplasm shows a pronounced resemblance (ESAU, 1947 1954) 
Parallel to this phenomenon, also'the sciereids, differentiated from paren-
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chyma cells, disappear and special phloem fibres, with a strengthening function, 
are formed. 
8.3.2. Morphologic specialization 
Apart from this cytologic specialization of the sieve elements, also a mor-
phologic one is to be noted as is shown by CHEADLE and WfflTFORD(1941)inthe 
Monocotyledoneae; probably it is also present in the Dicotyledoneae; (HUBER, 
1939). During this process, the length of the sieve elements concerned, decreases 
gradually, in the same way, as described for xylem elements by TIPPO (1946). 
It must be borne in mind that the shortened xylem vessel members have 
originated from shortened cambium initials and that the same cambium initials 
have also formed the sieve elements. These sieve-tube members however, may 
be divided by secondary transverse walls into still shorter segments; conse-
quently in the phloem, sieve elements may be present, which are much shorter 
than the cambium initials from which they have originated (ESAU, CHEADLE and 
GIFFORD 1953). In the Gymnosperms long sieve cells are to be seen (Pseudo-
tsuga taxifolia type). Via the Chamaecyparispisifera type, Austrobaileya and the 
Angiosperms with sieve cells and albuminous cells, those Angiosperms which 
possess sieve-tube members and in addition to some albuminous cells many 
companion cells, the long sieve cells become shorter and they are gradually 
converted into rather long sieve-tube members. Originally the transverse walls 
between two sieve elements are very oblique, but they become more horizontal 
during their evolutionary process. Simultaneously the position of the pits 
changes; first scattered, later arranged in clusters; these clusters ^ P t s b e c o m e 
sieve areas, occurring on the oblique transverse wall between sieve-tube membrs 
in particular; these sieve areas form compound sieve plates ^ d eventually 
simple sieve plates occur on the, in this stage horizontal transverse walR Due to 
this shorteningprocess of the sieve-tube members (BAILEY, 1 9 5 4 , ^ ™ 
1953), their chance of joining an albuminous cell has decreased, therefore gen-
^ Z ^ Z ^ ^ be considered as * * * £ * £ » £ £ 
G y m n o s p e r — 
^^^TZo^e^^^^^ - £ 
cells EVERT (1960 1963) however, has demonstrated that in Pyrus, the sieve 
cens. HVERT (.iwv, iwj ,
 fi . t p l v Hifferent from those on the longitudinal 
areas on the end walls are definitely dinerent iro ^ 
walls; consequently the sieve ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ on which corn-
sieve cells; they are long ^ ^ ^ g Z ^ of relatively primitive 
pound sieve plates occur; these features are UKU* 
sieve-tube members in the Angiosperms (CHEADLE, lswy. 
57 
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9. SUMMARY 
An investigation of the secondary phloem of the different species of the 
Gymnosperms shows that there are 3 different categories to be distinguished, 
which may be classed in 3 evolutionary stages. Features, characteristic in 
classifying them, are : 
a. the structure of the axial system; 
b. the arrangement of the parenchyma cells; 
c. the structure of the phloem rays; 
d. pit-contact between the phloem rays and the cells of the axial system; 
e. the type of the albuminous cells and the way in which they are arranged; 
f. the presence or absence of phloem fibres, crystallcell strands, crystal cells, 
sclereids and stone cells; 
g. the changes in the older phloem; 
h. the changes of the bast outside the periderm. 
The 3 different categories are: 
I. Pseudotsuga taxifolia type. 
Some of the Pinaceae belong to this type. 
The axial system is composed primarily of sieve cells with a few scattered 
parenchyma cells, which form a parenchyma-cell net of interconnected cells 
throughout the axial system. The phloem rays are heterogeneous; the radially 
stretched ray-parenchyma cells in the middle of the rays, do not have pit-
contact with the sieve cells. The latter are connected to the ray-parenchyma 
cells, via the ray-albuminous cells only. The albuminous cells occur almost 
exclusively as ray-albuminous cells, although some phloem-albuminous cells are 
present. Crystalcell strands regularly occur and in the older phloem also sclereids 
are present. Outside the periderm only parenchyma cells, crystalcell strands and 
sclereids are left; the sieve cells are completely disorganized. 
la. Tsuga canadensis subtype. 
The other Pinaceae, are grouped in this type. This type may be considered 
as a subtype of the Pseudotsuga taxifolia type; it differs from it, because all the 
elements of the phloem ray, both the ray-parenchyma cells and the ray-albumin 
ous cells, are connected to the different elements of the axial system, i.e. th< 
sieve cells and the phloem-parenchyma cells. Besides the phloem rays are semi 
heterogeneous. Phloem-albuminous cells are scarce. 
II. Ginkgo biloba type. 
The Cycadaceae, Araucariaceae and a part of the Podocarpaceae and 
Taxaceae belong to this group. The axial system is composed half of sieve cells 
and half of parenchyma cells. They constitute 1-3 cell wide tangential bands, 
which alternate regularly. The phloem rays are homogeneous, with marginal 
cells which are not entirely procumbent, but more or less longitudinally 
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stretched. The ray-parenchyma cells have pit-contact with both the phloem-
parenchyma cells and the sieve cells. Only phloem-albuminous cells occur; they 
form long longitudinal strands lying within the phloem-parenchyma cell bands. 
There is pit-contact between phloem-albuminous cells and both the sieve cells 
and the phloem-parenchyma cells of the axial system. Occasionally phloem 
fibres occur in the bands of parenchyma cells. Outside the periderm neither the 
parenchyma cells, nor the sieve cells collapse entirely. 
III. Chamaecyparis pisifera type. 
The Cupressaceae, Taxodiaceae and a part of the Taxaceae and Podocar-
paceae, belong to this group. The axial system consists of regular tangential cell 
layers, arranged in a fixed order of phloem fibres, sieve cells, parenchyma cells, 
sieve cells, phloem fibres etc., the so-called orderly sequence. The phloem-
albuminous cells lie usually scattered among the parenchyma cells, singly, never 
in long longitudinal strands. The phloem rays are homogeneous. Each cell of 
the phloem ray is connected to all the elements of the axial system. There is no 
parenchyma-cell net. Phloem fibres, some crystalcells and crystals in the cell-
wall are present. Outside the periderm the parenchyma cells collapse, whereas 
the sieve cells remain almost intact. 
These 3 types form 3 evolutionary stages. Considering the sequence, Pseu-
dotsuga taxifolia, Tsuga canadensis, Ginkgo biloba and Chamaecyparis pisifera, 
the following features are noticeable: 
a. The structure of the axial system changes from about 90% sieve cells and 
some scattered parenchyma cells, to an axial system with a very regular 
tangential layering, with a pronounced orderly sequence and with much 
parenchyma. „ 
b. First ray-albuminous cells and a few phloem-albuminous cells are present; 
thenonlyphloem-albuminouscellsforminglonglongitudinal strands, resembl-
ing ordinary parenchyma cells as far as their pitting is concerned, and eventual-
ly scattered phloem-albuminous cells, distinctly isolated from the phloem-
parenchyma cells, singly within one cell wide tangential layers of parenchyma 
cells 
c First only sclereids, then sclereids and scattered phloem fibres, M o w e d b y a 
stage of only scattered phloem fibres and eventually phloem fibres of the 
same thickness, forming tangential layers of one cell wide 
d. Outside the periderm a collapse of the sieve cell sfseudomga taxtfoha 
type) changing via the Ginkgo biloba type with hardly any collapse of the 
p h l o e m ^ n t M o w a r d s collapse of the phloem-parenchyma cells, instead of 
^ s T l e S o g S r ^ e m ^ 1 ^ pit-contact between ray-paren-
Z L ^ Z s Z ^ l l s ; the/all the elements of t b e ^ S S S Z 
haveit-contact with all t h , ~ ^ ~ 
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pisifera type with homogeneous phloem rays of which all the ray-parenchyma 
cells are procumbent. 
So in reference to the evolutionary stage of the axial system and the reduction 
of the phloem rays, the phylogenetic sequence starts with stage I with an almost 
homogeneous axial system and ray-albuminous cells, and a complex hetero-
geneous phloem ray, differentiating via stage II to stage III, with a highly 
specialized axial system with phloem-albuminous cells and a relatively simple, 
reduced homogeneous phloem ray. The reduction of the phloem rays runs 
parallel with the differentiation of the axial system. 
60 
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SAMENVATTING 
Uit het onderzoek van het secundaire phloeem van verschillende Gymno-
spermen blijkt, dat zij te rangschikken zijn in drie typen, die onderscheiden 
kunnen worden in weer drie ontwikkelingsstadia. Bij deze indeling zijn de vol-
gende eigenschappen van de bast van belang: 
a. de samenstelling van het vertikale systeem; 
b. de rangschikking van de parenchynicellen; 
c. de struktuur van de baststralen; 
d. het stippelkontakt tussen de verschillende celtypen van de baststralen en die 
van het vertikale systeem; 
e. de rangschikking der eiwitcellen en het type daarvan; 
f. de aanwezigheid resp. afwezigheid van bastvezels, kristalcellenvezels, kristal-
cellen, sklereiden en steencellen; 
g. de veranderingen die de oudere bast ondergaat; 
h. de veranderingen van de bast, buiten het periderm. 
De drie onderscheiden typen zijn: 
I. Pseudotsuga taxifolia type. 
Hiertoe behoort een gedeelte van de Pinaceae. 
Het vertikale systeem is opgebouwd uit zeefcellen, waartussen verspreid 
liggende parenchymcellen voorkomen, die een parenchymcelnet vormen. Dit 
parenchymcelnet doorkruist de grondmassa van zeefcellen in alle richtingen. 
De baststralen zijn heterogeen. De radiaal gestrekte parenchymcellen in het 
centrum van de baststraal hebben geen stippelkontakt met de zeefcellen. Deze 
laatste hebben alleen stippelkontakt met de straal-eiwitcellen. 
De eiwitcellen komen bijna uitsluitend voor als straal-eiwitcellen, hoewel ook 
phloeem-eiwitcellen aanwezig zijn. 
Kristalcellenvezels komen regelmatig voor, terwijl in de oudere bast ook skle-
reiden aanwezig kunnen zijn. 
Buiten het periderm zijn de zeefcellen volledig gekollabeerd en blijven alleen de 
parenchymcellen, kristalcellenvezels en sklereiden intakt. 
la. Tsuga canadensis subtype. 
De rest van de Pinaceae behoort tot dit subtype van het Pseudotsuga taxifolia 
type. 
De verschillen met het vorige type zijn: 
Straal-eiwitcellen en radiaal gestrekte straal-parenchymcellen, hebben beide 
stippelkontakt met alle elementen van het vertikale systeem; dus zowel met de 
zeefcellen als met de parenchymcellen; 
De baststralen zijn half-heterogeen. 
II. Ginkgo biloba type 
De Cycadaceae, Araucariaceae en een gedeelte van de Podocarpaceae en van 
de Taxaceae, behoren tot dit type. 
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Het vertikale systeem bestaat voor ongeveer de helft uit parenchymcellen en 
voor de helft uit zeefcellen. Beide celtypen vormen 1-3 cellen brede tangentiale 
banden, die elkaar regelmatig afwisselen. 
De baststralen zijn homogeen, maar de randcellen hiervan zijn veel hoger dan de 
centraal gelegen parenchymcellen; zij zijn in radiale doorsnede niet rechthoekig, 
maar bijna vierkant. De straal-parenchymcellen hebben stippelkontakt met alle 
celtypen van het vertikale systeem. 
Alleenphloe&m-eiwitcellen zijn aanwezig; zij vormen lange longitudinale reeksen 
van cellen en zij bevinden zich in de parenchymcelbanden. Zij hebben onderling 
stippelkontakt en ook met de celtypen van het vertikale systeem. 
Hier en daar komen in de parenchymcel-banden bastvezels voor. 
Buiten het periderm zijn de zeefcellen en parenchymcellen slechts weinig ge-
kollabeerd. 
III. Chamaecyparispisifera type 
De Cupressaceae, Taxodiaceae en een gedeelte van de Taxaceae en van de 
Podocarpaceae, behoren tot dit type. 
Het vertikale systeem bestaat uit 1 eel brede tangentiale lagen, die elk uit een 
ander type cellen zijn samengesteld. Deze tangentiale lagen hebben een vaste 
rangschikking, namelijk in de volgorde: bastvezels, zeefcellen, parenchymcellen, 
zeefcellen, bastvezels enz.; zij vormen een zogenaamd 'vierenntme'. 
Alleen phloeem-eiwitcellen komen voor. Deze liggen verspreid tussendephloeem-
parenchymcellen; zij vormen nooit, lange longitudinale reeksen van cellen. 
De baststralen zijn homogeen. Elke straal-parenchymcel heeft stippelkontakt 
met alle elementen van het vertikale systeem. . 
Er is geen parenchymcelnet; bastvezels, enige kristalcellen en kleme knstallen 
in de celwanden zijn aanwezig. . 
Buiten het periderm kollaberen de parenchymcellen, terwyl de zeefcellen mm of 
meer intakt blijven. 
Deze drie typen kunnen beschouwd worden als drk ontwikkelingsstadia 
Wanneer wij de reeks Pseudotsuga taxifolia, Tsuga canadensis, Ginkgo biloba en 
Chamaecyparis pisifera beschouwen, vallen de volgende punten hierbij op: 
a. de struktuur Van het vertikale systeem verandert van ongeveer 9 / „ zeef*1 en, 
(waarbij de rest wordt ingenomen door verspreid ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ d " l 
in een vertikaal systeem met een zeer regelmatige tangentiale gelaagdheid, het 
'vierenritme', waarbij juist veel parenchym aanwezig is.
 OQrtiaQKt ,1prht<! 
b.eerst zijn bijna uitsluitend straal-eiwitcellen ™™™Z>J™™*^ 
enkele phloim-eiwitcellen, vervolgens komen alleen P ^ ^ ^ f 
voor in lange longitudinale reeksen, die wat hun sti p p e l i n g ^ f ' ^ Z Z -
wone parenchymcellen lijken en tenslotte, binnen de ^X°lT™I™t 
lagen verspreid liggende phloeem-eiwitcellen, die geen stippelkontakt meer heb 
S T f f i E S f i S - voor, vervolgens s k l e r ^ n en e ^ p r e * 
liggende bastvezels, gevolgd door een stadium, waann alleen bastvezels 
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komen. Deze bastvezels hebben ongeveer dezelfde dikte en vormen lcel brede 
tangentiale lagen. 
d. bij het Pseudotsuga taxifolia type kollaberen buiten het periderm de zeefcellen, 
terwijl de parenchymcellen intakt blijven. Bij het Ginkgo biloba type treedt 
bijna geen kollaps op buiten het periderm, noch van de zeefcellen, noch van de 
parenchymcellen. Tenslotte treffen wij bij het Chamaecyparispisifera type buiten 
het periderm een kollaps aan van de parenchymcellen, terwijl hier de zeefcellen 
min of meer intakt blijven. 
e. eerst zijn de baststralen heterogeen, terwijl geen stippelkontakt aanwezig is 
tussen straal-parenchymcellen en zeefcellen (Pseudotsuga taxifolia type); ver-
volgens hebben alle celtypen van de heterogene baststraal stippelkontakt met al 
de elementen van het vertikale systeem, terwijl de baststralen hier half hetero-
geen zijn (Tsuga canadensis type); nu volgt het Ginkgo biloba type met homo-
gene baststralen, waarbij de randcellen in radiale doorsnede bijna vierkant zijn 
en tenslotte het Chamaecyparis pisifera type met homogene baststralen waarin 
alle parenchymcellen liggend zijn. 
Beschouwen wij de differentiatie van het vertikale systeem en tegelijkertijd de 
reductie van de baststralen, dan zijn de basttypen te rangschikken in een reeks 
van ontwikkelingsstadia, beginnend met type-1. Type I heeft een homogeen, 
weinig gedifferentieerd vertikaal systeem, straal-eiwitcellen en gecompliceerde 
heterogene baststralen. Dit type I gaat via type II, over in type III met een zeer 
gespecialiseerd vertikaal systeem en relatief eenvoudige, gereduceerde, homoge-
ne baststralen. De reductie van de baststralen loopt parallel met de differentiatie 
van het vertikale systeem. 
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B C 
FIG. 1. Fusiform cambial initials. A and B seen from 
cross section 
the tg. side, C in a rd. section and D in a 
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FIG. 2. Psmdotsuga taw/o/fa BRITT. Maceration. Elements of the secondary phloem 
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: r c - f e = 
G£Z-WR PC 
t *v,o wiem cambium and secondary 
FIG. 3. Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRITT. Cross section of ***£*, jamD
 r a y 
phloem. Sclereids occur in the growth rings of t w o f ^ ° ' a ° r "
 o n l a l i v e i n the 
in the middle is cut through the row of albuminous.eel s^  They only 
growth ring of the first year; after that they collapse gradually 
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GRB 
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FIG. 4. Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRITT. Cross section of the xylem, cambium and the last two 
growth rings of the secondary phloem 
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<••!,» r.Wrr secondary phloem. The sieve 
FIG. 5. Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRrrx. Cross s e X l t t e d T o m several parenchyma cells 
cells are collapsed, while sclereids are differentiated 
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FIG. 6. Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRITT. Cross section showing distribution of the pits in the older 
phloem 
78 
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PhRPC 
FIG. 7. Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRUT. Radial section showing distribution of t h e P ; t s n ^ r ^ 
cambium There is pit-contact between sieve cells and ray-albuminous cells, but not 
between sieve cells and ray-parenchyma cells 
PhRPC 
FIG. 8. Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRITT. Radial section showing d^*uOon of P 
phloem, attached to that of fig. 7. Far from the « ^ r £ n * £ Jfo are collapsed, 
ray-albuminous cells are almost entirely collapsed. The sieve cells 
while the parenchyma cells gained in volume 
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FIG. 9. Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRITT. Radial section of the older phloem attached to that of 
fig. 8, showing distribution of the pits. The cambium is on the right-hand side. Both the 
sieve cells and the albuminous cells are collapsed, while the parenchyma cells increased 
in volume. Sclereids have differentiated from parenchyma cells 
CrC PhM PhG PhD 
—SCL 
FIG. 10. Pseudotsuga taxifolia'BRirT. Radial section of the periderm; the adjacent parenchyma 
cells of the living secondary phloem contain starch and possess a nucleus (right), 
while the dead parenchyma cells of the rhytidome (left) are empty and have lost their 
nuclei 
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PhRPC SCL 
FK, 11. Pseudotsugataxifolia^rr. Cross section of ^ J ^ ^ j S ^ H S ^ 
chyma cells of the living secondary phloem containing s t a ™ *™ £
 t a n d 
nuclei, while the dead parenchyma cells of the rhytidome (above), are empty 
have lost their nuclei 
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FIG. 12. Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRITT. Tangential section of a phloem ray near the cambial zone 
(right) and one in the older secondary phloem (left). Distribution of the pits. Both the 
phloem rays are bordered by parenchyma cells on the left-hand side and by sieve cells 
on the right-hand side 
PhR 
•WRT 
FIG. 13. Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRITT. Distribution of the protoplasm and the shape of the 
nuclei in a gradually increasing uniseriate phloem ray (above) and wood ray (below). 
The cambium is on the right-hand side. Only bordered pits on the radial walls of the 
wood-ray tracheids, are indicated 
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WRT' 
WR 
Fio. 14. PseudotsugataxifoliaBRirr. Distribution of the protoplasm and the shape of the 
nuclei in the phloem-ray cells, the ray initials and the wood ray 
PhRPD 
-WRPC 
-WRT 
FIG. 15. Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRITT. Radial section ^ ^ ' ' j ^ S ^ t o S S 
and the nuclei in a phloem ray near the cambial zone. Functioning 
possess apparent large round nuclei and much protoplasm 
OJ 
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FIG. 16. Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRITT. Radial section of a phloem ray in the older secondary 
phloem. The nonfunctional albuminous cells have lost their nuclei and protoplasm; 
they collapse gradually. The ray-parenchyma cells are rounded off, while their nuclei 
are not round any more, but somewhat elongated 
FIG. 17. Pseudotsuga taxifolia BRITT. Diagram showing the parenchyma cell net. The white 
area consists of sieve cells 
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PhRPC 
FIG. 18. Pseudomga taxifolia BRITT. Diagram, representing the contact betweena phloerri.ray 
and both a layer of sieve cells (left) and a layer of parenchyma cells (right). The shaded 
areas represent walls, through which pit-contact is present 
PhRP 
~\|/ ft I \\ V 
M nmwth ring of the secondary 
FIG. 19. Pinus sylvestris L. Cross section of a two year old B^wm ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ 
phloem. Mostly an irregular tangential layer of P a r ™ m I n t h i s two-year-oId 
border between the spring phloem and the summer pi
 w h ; l t h e s i e v e cells are 
growth ring the parenchyma cells are somewhat rounded or,, wn 
slightly collapsed 
FIG. 20. Pinus sylvestris L. Radial section showing distribution of the pits in the secondary 
phloem near the cambium. The ray-albuminous cells in the cambial zone are longi-
tudinally stretched. There is pit-contact between sieve cells and the ray-albuminous 
cells, but not with the ray-parenchyma cells 
•PhR PC 
iondirSem ?£? V™ *"** the diStribution of *• I*- * the older 
ThyZ cellfhas m ; l - n ? m b l T "™ * e r i g h t " h a n d s ide- The volume of the paren-W n V t y e t X S S r ^ * e r a ^ b u m i -us cells and the sieve" cells 
o/-
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WRT-
WRP 
i.- „ „ J thp secondary phloem. 
FIG. 22. Larix decidua MILL. Cross section of the x y t o ; cambmm ancune c d ) s 
Section of the phloem ray on the left-hand s.de is through the ray 
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s?Z£™Z^T?VtCh0a, lh°Wing t h e d i s t r i ^ i o n of the pits in the older 
Aerav
 a T h l nn ^ n6 ^ T ° f t h e p a r e n c h y ™ «& has much increased, while 
the ray-albuminous cells and the sieve cells have not yet collapsed entirely 
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« • | f ] If "B^ lpS i " HI III III II « »' ' 
FIG. 24. Larix decidua MILL. Radial section showing ^ f ^ £ ^ ^ S -
phloem near the cambium. There is pit-contact between the sieve cells 
albuminous cells, but not with the ray-parenchyma cells 
• I . - . - . , i 
PhR PC-
WRPI 
| I I " " I
 n e d i n 
FIG. 25. Abies concolor HOOPES. Cross section. ^ P ^ S S e ^ o c S T b e w e e n 
rather regular tangential layers of one cell w d e , w h ^ J ^ . The phloem ray on 
the wider spring sieve cells and the ^rrower summery 
the right-hand side is cut through the ray-albuminous cells 
PhR PC 
FIG. 26. Abies concolor HOOPES. Cross section showing distribution of the pits in the older 
bast. The volume of the parenchyma cells has increased 
WRPC 
WRPC 
Hi i n I I I 
FIG. 27. Abies concolor HOOPES. Radial sprtinn n ™ *t,» i • , 
o f t t a p i a T h o p U o e m ^ S i S ^ S f S ? ""* *°™f d i S t r i b u d ° n There is nit mnt^ w (,».,„/ ,clcroSeneous, while the wood ray is homogeneous. 
bu't not S^^ZSSZX^^ ^ ^ a l b « S C * 
occur in a radial d.WH™. ;„ .1 Z? n d t h e S l e v e cel ls- Intercellular canals 
"Zlh^ooiiy ^ P M O e m ^ t r a V e r S i n g t h e «** •» and continuing 
-PhRPC 
FIG. 28. Abies concolor HOOPES. Radial section showing distribution of the pits in the older 
phloem. Cambium is on the right-hand side. The ray-albuminous cells are collapsed 
while the ray-parenchyma cells on the lower side and on the upper side ot tne 
heterogeneous phloem ray, are somewhat rounded 
'hRPC 
\ I * «
 ntia]sect.on 
pra- 29. Abiesconcolor HOOPES. Secondary phloem. ° n t h e ! e f t : h a n n d J ' ^ 
through a layer of parenchyma cells in the functioning pn • functioning 
side a tangential section through a layer of sieve cellsjust outs 
Phloem. There the ray-albuminous cells are already partly coliapsea 
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WR T-
PhR PC 
•WRPC 
F
'°'
 30
" S S ^ S S M S T Ti0n- B?Ween t h e S i e v e «*• t h e r e -» only a small 
S n n f ^ S ^ ^ ««•: -H of them one cell in width. 
nouscellf *** P U 0 C m *** ™ ^ m i d d l e i s t h r o u g h t>he not yet collapsed ray-albumi-
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SCL 
PhRPC 
FIG. 31. Tsuga canadensis CARR. Cross section of the older bast. The parenchyma cells have 
increased in size. Some stone cells are formed out of parenchyma cells. The sieve cells 
are not functioning, but not yet collapsed completely 
PhR PC-
F
« . 32. Tsuga canadensis CARR. Radial section showing distribution o f - t h e ^ J * ^ 
bial zone. Both the phloem ray and the wood ray are ^ ^ ^ S n e n t s
 o f ,he 
Pit-contact between all the elements of the phloem r*y and a, ^ 
axial system. Intercellular canals occur in a r a d i a l d i r e C T ' / c u r b o t h between 
traversing the cambium and continuing into the wood rays i Z , t w e e n t w 0 rows of 
the ray-albuminous cells and the ray-parenchyma cells and between two 
ray-parenchyma cells 
***j Vmviiwiiymo. ecus 
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FIG. 33. Tsuga canadensis CARR. Radial section showing distribution of the pits in a two to 
three year old bast. The cambium is on the right-hand side. The phloem ray is partly 
heterogeneous (right) with still functioning ray-albuminous cells and partly semi-
heterogeneous (left), with ray-albuminous cells already collapsed on the lower side of 
the ray. There the sieve cells are not functioning any longer and are collapsed partly, 
while the parenchyma cells increase in size 
aZmino™ 2 ' . I y M h e UPJP6r S ' d e i n 0 n l y o n e c e U h i g h a*d consists of ray-
while t h ^ 1 / r t , . P v . ° r S ' d e a n d o f ^-Parenchyma cells on the xylem side, 
side, but of ray-parenchyma cells and ray tracheids on the xylem side 
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FIG. 35. Tsuga canadensis CARR. Tangential section showing distribution of the pits in the 
functioning secondary phloem. The phloem rays are both semi-heterogeneous. The 
phloem ray on the left is bordered by parenchyma cells and a sieve cell, while the 
phloem ray on the right is bordered by sieve cells on both sides 
PhRPC 
FIG. 36. Schematic drawing of a part of the bast of Tsuga, Cedrus or Pwea. The shaded areas 
represent walls through which pit-contact is present. Pit-contact ,s show*.betweena 
phloemrayandonlyonetg. layer of sieve cells (left) and one layer of P " " " ^ ? ? " ? 
(right). Direct transport in radial direction is not possible between two aye s of_ *eve 
cells, or between a tangential layer of sieve cells and a tangential ^ ^ J ^ ^ 
cells, only via the phloem ray. There is pit-contact between the cell types of the axial 
system and all the elements of the ray 
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FIG. 37. Cedrus libani A. RICH. Cross section showing distribution of the pits near the cambial 
zone. Many crystals are deposited in several parenchyma cells of the irregularly formed 
parenchyma-cell layers. The phloem ray on the right-hand side is cut through the row 
of ray-albuminous cells 
CrC 
FIG. 38. Cedrus libani K. RICH. Radial section near the cambial zone. Both the phloem ray and 
the wood ray are semi-heterogeneous. Bot the ray-albuminous cells and the ray-
parenchyma cells have pit-contact with all the elements of the axial system. Intercel-
lular spaces occur in radial direction in the phloem rays, traversing the cambium and 
continuing into the wood rays 
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FIG. 39. Picea spec. Cross section. Each year one irregular tangential layer of parenchyma cells 
is formed. The short phloem ray in the middle is cut through the row of ray-album-
inous cells 
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FIG. 40. Picea spec. Radial section near the cambial zone. Both the phloem ray and the wood 
ray are heterogeneous. There is pit-contact between all the elements of the phloem ray 
and all the cell types of the axial system. Large pits are present between ray-paren-
chyma cells and phloem-parenchyma cells in particular. Intercellular canals occur in 
the phloem ray, traversing the cambium and continuing into the wood ray 
•PhR PC 
FIG. 41. Picea spec. Radial section showing distribution of the pits in the older bast attached 
to that of fig. 40. The cambium is on the right-hand side. Near the cambium the 
ray-albuminous cells are functioning, but they collapse already at some distance from 
the cambium (left-hand side of the drawing). The phloem ray, just increased in height 
from 5 cells to 6 cells 
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FIG. 42. Ginkgo biloba L. Cross section. In the older phloem the phloem-albummous cells a e 
collapsed, while the sieve cells disorganize only slightly. The parenchyma cells mcrease 
in size, especially the ray-parenchyma cells and those parenchyma cells in wh.ch 
large crystals originate 
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FIG. 43. Ginkgo biloba L. Cross section. Bands of parenchyma cells, 1-3 cells wide in radial 
extent, alternate with bands of sieve cells, 1-2 cells wide. In addition many phloem-
albuminous cells and some phloem fibres occur in the bands of parenchyma cells 
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FIG. 44. Ginkgo biloba L. Cross section showing distribution of pits in the older secondary 
phloem. The phloem-albuminous cells are collapsed. On the other hand there , 
hardly any collapse of the sieve cells, while the volume of the parenchyma cells has 
increased 
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FIG. 45. Ginkgo biloba L. Radial section near the cambial zone. Both the phloem ray and the 
wood ray are homogeneous. They consist of parenchyma cells only, which have pit-
contact with all the elements of the axial system. Intercellular spaces occur in a radial 
direction in the phloem rays, traversing the cambium and continuing into the wood 
rays 
FIG. 46. Ginkgo biloba L. Radial section of the older bast, presenting the distribution of the 
pits. The parenchyma cells of the homogeneous ray have a distinct pit-contact with 
both the sieve cells and especially with the phloem-parenchyma cells. The parenchyma 
cells increase considerably in size when large crystals originate 
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FIG. 47. Ginkgo biloba L. Tangential section through the functioning secondary phloem. On 
the left-hand side two phloem rays enclosed by sieve cells; on the right-hand side a 
phloem ray crossing a band of parenchyma cells 
PhRPO 
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with only a few phloem fibres 
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FIG. 49. Taxus baccata L. Radial section of the older phloem. Both the sieve cells and the 
phloem-albuminous cells are collapsed. The volume of the phloem-parenchyma cells 
and the ray-parenchyma cells, especially of those on the upper and the lower side of 
the homogeneous ray, is increased 
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FIG. 50. Chamaecyparispisifera ENDL. Maceration. 
Elements of the secondary phloem 
PhF 
-WRPC 
FIG. 51. Chamaecyparis pisifera ENDL. Cross section of the xylene,, cambium and J f f C O " ^ 
phloem. From the last growth ring boundary outwards, the volume of the paren-
chyma cells increases gradually, while the phloem-albuminous cells collapse 
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FIG. 52. Chamaecyparis pisifera ENDL. Cross section of the xylem, cambium and the last 
growth ring of the secondary phloem. Many small crystals occur in the radial walls, 
while callose has been deposited in the summer phloem of the last growth ring 
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FIG. 53. Chamaecyparis pisifera ENDL. Cross section of the older secondary phloem. The 
phloem-albuminous cells are collapsed, while the volume of the parenchyma cells has 
increased. The figure also shows crystals in the radial walls 
PhRPC 
FIG. 54. Chamaecyparis pisifera ENDL. Cross section, showing distribution of the pits in the 
older phloem. The parenchyma cell on the left-hand side is cut near the transverse 
wall between two parenchyma cells 
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FIG. 55. Chamaecyparis pisifera~Em>L. Radial section near the cambium showing distribution 
of the pits. There is pit-contact between ray-parenchyma cells and sieve cells, phloem-
parenchyma cells and phloem fibres 
FIG. 56. Chamaecyparis pisifera ENDL. Radial section showing distribution of the pits in the 
older secondary phloem. The phloem-albuminous cells are collapsed, while the 
parenchyma cells are somewhat increased in size 
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FIG. 57. Chamaecyparis pisifera ENDL. TWO longitudinal strands of parenchyma cells and 
phloem-albuminous cells out of the 20th tangential layer from the cambium. On the 
right-hand side the two rows of one tangential layer of parenchyma cells, as they can 
be seen lying above one another 
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FIG. 58. Chamaecyparis pisifera ENDL. Radial section of the periderm. The parenchyma cells 
of the living secondary phloem contain starch and have nuclei (right), while the dead 
cells of the rhytidome are empty. Here the parenchyma cellls are collapsed and the 
sieve cells are not 
PhRPC 
FIG. 59. Chamaecyparis pisifera ENDL. Cross section of the periderm. The parenchyma cells 
of the living secondary phloem, contain starch and nuclei (below), while the dead 
parenchyma cells of the rhytidome are empty (above). Outside the periderm the 
parenchyma cells are collapsed and the sieve cells are not 
PhR 
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FIG. 60. Chamaecyparis pisifera ENDL. Distribution of the protoplasm and the shape of the 
nuclei in the cells of a gradually increasing phloem ray (above) and wood ray (below). 
The cambium V o n the[right-hand side 
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FIG. 61. Chamaecyparis pisifera ENDL. Distribution of the protoplasm and the shape of the 
nuclei in the cells of a phloem ray, in the ray initials and in the wood ray cells 
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FIG. 62. Chamaecyparis pisifera ENDL. Radial section showing distribution of the protoplasm 
and the shape of the nuclei in the parenchyma cells of a phloem ray near the cambium 
P h F -
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FIG. 63. Chamaecyparispisifera ENDL. Radial section of the secondary phloem near the cam-
bium showing the distribution of the protoplasm and the shape of the nuclei 
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FIG. 64. Chamaecyparispisifera ENDL. Tangential section showing distribution of the pits of a 
phloem ray crossing a parenchyma-cell layer, a phloem-fibre layer and s sieve-cell 
layer 
PhR 
FIG. 65. Chamaecyparis pisifera ENDL. Diagram representing pit-contact between two phloem 
rays and three layers of sieve cells of the axial system. There is pit-contact between 
phloem ray and the layers of the sieve cells, but not between a layer of sieve cells and 
the adjacent layer of parenchyma cells or a layer of phloem fibres. The contact 
between two layers of sieve cells takes place via the ray-parenchyma cells 
PhF 
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FIG. 66. Thuja plicata LAMB. Cross section showing distribution of the pits in the older bast. 
Phloem fibres with extremely thick walls alternate with fibres which have much 
thinner walls. The phloem-albuminous cells are collapsed completely, while the 
volume of the parenchyma cells have increased slightly 
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FIG. 67. Thuja plicata LAMB. Radial section near the cambial zone, showing distribution of 
the pits. Both the phloem ray and the wood ray are homogeneous. The ray-paren-
chyma cells have pit-contact with all the elements of the axial system. Intercellular 
spaces occur in radial direction in the phloem ray, traversing the cambium and 
continuing into the wood ray 
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.• ~f ihP nlHer secondary phloem, showing dis-F . G . 6 8 . Thujaplicata LAMB. Rad.al section of the:oldj seco ^
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stribution of the pits. A part of t h e s '7 f'"^
 c e l ) s h a s increased 
cells are collapsed, while the volume of the parenchyma ^ 
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FIG. 69. Taxodium dislichum A. RICH. Cross section. The layers of phloem fibres consist either 
of very thick-walled fibres, radially extended, or of smaller thin-walled fibres, tangent-
ially extended. There are many minuscule crystals in the radial walls of both the 
parenchyma cells and the sieve cells 
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FIG. 70. Taxodium dlstichum A. RICH. Radial section near the cambial zone showing distribut-
ion of the pits. Both the phloem ray and the wood ray are homogeneous. There is 
pit-contact between the ray-parenchyma cells and all the elements of the axial system 
r »v.» rvi<w hast The cambium is on the 
FIG. 71. Taxodium distichum A. RICH. Radial section of theomer^o . collapsed, 
right-hand side. Both the PWoem-albummo^Us and the s e
 j n t e r c e l l u l a r 
while the volume of the parenchyma ^ } * * £ ^ ™
 ex t e„t ( that large oval 
spaces, extended in radial direction, are enlarged to sucn 
intercellular spaces occur 
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FIG. 72. The development of increasing phloem rays of the three main secondary phloem 
types; the shape of the different elements of the rays and the pit-contact of these 
elements to phloem-parenchyma cells and sieve cells, is represented 
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The evolutionary stages of phloem rays; the shape of the Afferent elements o he 
rays and the pit-contact of these elements to phloem-parenchyma cells and s.eve 
cells of the axial system is presented. „,„.„Hivma cells 
Chamaecyparis pisifera: homogeneous phloem ray. ^ l ^ ^ ^ o T Z 
have pit-contact with both the phloem-parenchyma cells and the s.eve cells 
S S S a : homogeneous phloem ray in which ^ ^ « ^ f ^ ^ ^ 
cells are more longitudinally stretched than *ose m the centr^A 1^heaypa 
chyma cells have pit-contact with both the phloem-parenchyma cells 
cells of the axial system.
 h ray-albuminous cells are 
Tsuga canadensis: semi-heterogeneousiphloem r a y . H e r e a m a
 i t u d i n a I l y 
only present on the lower side of the ^ m m ^ ^ ^ ^
 h a v e 
stretched, particularly in the camb.al zone. All * e elements; oi P ^ 
pit-contact with both the phloem-parenchyma cells and the 
s y s t e m
- j • wthpnhloem ray is entirely heterogeneous. 
Picea spec.: like Tsuga canadensis, but the phloem ray
 ray.albuminous 
phloem rays has taken place 
